entrance was bad through trapdoors in the roof reached by ladders from without, which in time of danger might be pulled up and so allow no opportunity to the invaders. In front of both pyramidal structures stands a row of huge bake ovens, conical in shape, each provided with a large door and hole for draft, which are seldom used save by the dogs, which find them snug kennels at night. After a fire has been made and allowed to burn for some time, the oven is cleaned, heat sufficient remaining for a number of bakings. I give a close description of an Indian dwelling, as, with the exception of the height to which the structures rise at Taos, it is typical of all others throughout the pueblos. Mounting one of the many ladders, we gain the first platform. The door confronting us is about two-thirds the height of a man. The room probably measures 15 by 20 feet, with a height of 7.5 feet. In one corner is the open fireplace, about which lie pots, large and small, used in cooking, also a pile of piñon branches and mesquite roots for fuel, and a large olla with open mouth, serving as a repository for ashes. Along one side is the bed, with its cushions of skins and blankets, under which are concealed the few valuables of the occupant. From the rafter hangs the cradle, a stout wicker basket, furnished with soft skins, and near it are string fesiones of many colored ears of corn, red peppers, jerked meat, bear grass, and feathers. The floor is of hard earth, sometimes blackened and polished by application of beef blood, and the walls at their junction meet in a curve. At the height of 2 feet is a broad band of yellow ochre encircling the room; from this to the top the walls are either whitened with washes of ground gypsum or allowed to remain the original color of the clay. The ponderosa cottonwood timbers overlying the walls are barked and left clean, and suffer to protrude several feet, more or less, on the outside. A multiplicity of ladders of all sizes, charred and cracked pots capping the chimneys, a bake oven large enough for a night's lodging, trapdoors, poles of odd and unnecessary lengths, which serve as occasion requires for jerking meat and drying clothes, are what confront one on each exit from the dim interior into the intense sunlight. Mounting higher, the walls are found to be more delicate and the ceilings lower, the highest story of the north pueblo barely accommodating a person in a sitting posture. Here and there on a balcony by itself may be seen a large wooden cage, which indicates ownership in an eagle, though usually the bird, with wings clipped, is caged enjoying his probationary freedom on a clothespole or on the lofty summit of a tree in the sacred grove, which extends along the stream for 2 miles behind the town, a sort of park for the villagers, and back of all, though not enough for the eastern sun to cast therefrom long shadows over the pueblo, rise the magnificent summits of the Taos mountains, attaining a height of more than 14,000 feet. Linguistically, Taos belongs to the Tigua (Tequa) group of Tewan or Tanoan stock. The Taosans braid 2 side locks of hair with fur or worsted, parting it back and front in the center of the head. Like their northern neighbors, the Utes and Apaches, they dress largely in skins, though calico serves them for working garments. In respect to communal organization and religious ceremonies, they conform to other pueblos, and their Indian language is identical with that of Isleta, the pueblo furthest to the south. This pueblo has a range of almost 500 acres of fine pasture land inclosed by a wire fence. Here all the flocks and herds of the community graze, horses, cattle, and goats. All save the horses are driven back to the pueblo and corralled at night. Taos has a grant of 17,301 acres. One-half is inaccessible and about one-third of the remainder is unavailable either for grazing or agriculture.

SAN JUAN.

San Juan lies upon the sand dunes, 30 feet above the left bank of the Rio Grandes. From this slight elevation the fields stretching to the north, west, and south show by their different colors that a variety of crops is produced. Compared to Taos, the character of San Juan is more that of a great garden. Crossing the broad acequia, one leaves the arid sands to enter rank verdure. Trim fences of cedar limbs driven into the ground in close line or dry brush fastened upon posts with thongs of leather inclose little holdings of half an acre or more, growing cabbages, melons, beans, squash, oaks, peppers, and corn. Dense and diminutive orchards of apple and plum trees alternate with these garden plots. Branches overhang and trail upon the hard clay floors beneath. Children play here, and old people on couches enjoy the coolness of the shade. The acequia close at hand spreads its waters by a labyrinth of subchannels and lesser courses through the verdure, losing itself among tall grasses and reappearing to inclose in its sinuous lines hillocks of pease and beans. Little houses of adobe or of wicker, often adorned by a booth of boughs on top, where the family partakes of its meals, surprise one at almost every exit from the dense shrubbery.

At San Juan, out of a population of 406, there are 80 Indians owning land. While some are found to have 20 and 25 acres others have none, but make their living by working for neighbors. The official schedule for this pueblo states that 342 acres are under cultivation. This is too low a calculation by at least 300 acres. The enumerators' blankets call for entries of farms of more than 3 acres only. Very many farms contain less than this. The nominal régime of a commune has not produced equality of condition; rich and poor live at San Juan. This disparity has resulted in the willingness of the slothful to sell their allotments and the readiness of the industrious to buy.

They have no flocks of sheep and but a few goats and cattle. Their meat is purchased or received in lieu of work on cattle ranches, and eaten by the well to do on an average of once a month. As vegetarians, however, they maintain a vigorous degree of health. The land lying above the large acequias, especially south of the town,
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is level and well adapted for farms. Almost 1,000 acres could be saved by ditch construction at a higher level. The government could not undertake a better work for the Indians than to aid in this scheme. The necessary expense of surveys, overseeing, and material might be met by a tax on the products of the land reclaimed, the first payments being made by a loan from the government.

The land here yields 15 bushels of wheat and 20 bushels of corn to the acre. The method of threshing wheat is the ancient one of treading by animals, either horses or goats. An enclosure is formed by long poles driven into the ground. Connecting these are ropes of rawhide, which support blankets, giving the slight framework an appearance of strength. A band of horses or a flock of goats trampling all day will thresh 20 or 25 bushels. The grain of each farm is threshed separately, animals sufficient being had by uniting the resources of a number. There are 6 threshing floors at San Juan. At the threshing season a man and wife may be seen entering the store of a trader, she carrying in her dress and he in a blanket the little results of half a day’s threshing, sifting, and cleansing. Taking a box holding 10 pounds they scrupulously fill it twice and again, turning the contents into the trader’s bin. The equivalent is at once taken in trade at the counter, where husband and wife discuss calico patterns or the purchase of a new hoe.

The town is built of adobe houses 1 and 2 stories high. The plaza is long and irregular, the streets running at right angles and parallel to it. Fewer Indios are seen than at Taos, entrance being had on the ground floor.

A large Catholic church stands beyond the western end of the plaza, and in front of it has recently been placed a gilded statue of the Virgin, heroic size. This is erected upon a pedestal and inclosed by an iron railing, a gift to the pueblo by the residing priest. Twenty yards from this, and in the plaza, a neat chapel of stone has recently been built at a cost of $10,000, also a gift of the priest, who is a Frenchman, one of the 9 now among the pueblos recently installed in the places of Mexican padres.

The school, under the management of a Mexican, numbers 35 to 40. The school is Catholic. One of the most potent influences for education in the pueblo is the example of a resident for 22 years, teaching in the community. He has a flower, fruit, and vegetable garden of 2.5 acres, kept by an experienced German, whose experiments and results are at once a surprise and an incentive to the Indians. He has been called upon for many years for advice in matters of personal grievances and neighboring encroachments. Although frequent opportunities were offered for acquiring land in the pueblo, he owns only what his house stands upon.

San Juan holds 17,545 acres, little of which, outside of the bottom lands of the river, is available for pasture. But few flocks and herds, therefore, are maintained. Every man in the pueblo owns at least one horse and one burro, and some have several of each kind. Small reserves are left among the bottom lands for grazing purposes.

SANTA CLARA.

Santa Clara is poor. The valley which widens toward San Juan closes again on its approach to Santa Clara. The pueblo occupies a site on the right bank of the river at its junction with the canyon. The stream running from this is apt to dry up before the end of the summer. A system of acequias has been constructed here, and corn was planted this year. But little water was flowing during my visit in the middle of August, and most of the acequias were dry and dusty. The corn was not mature. A reservoir in the canyon would relieve much anxiety and prevent frequent loss of crops to the Indians. From the northern boundary of the grant toward the town (the town invariably occupies the center of pueblo grants) little or no farming is done, the mesas here running close to the river. Below the village on the right bank lies most of the tilled land. Three hundred and fifty acres are here devoted to corn, wheat, alfalfa, and a variety of vegetables. There are but few orchards. The largest plot owned by one man is 30 acres. From this the holdings decrease in size to 3 and 2 acres. There are 22 horses, 4 oxen, and 36 burros in the pueblo. Some who have horses have no harness and no money to purchase. The agency granted 2 plows for the village, which are used by lot. The only revenue outside of their farms comes from work on the railroad, where they receive from 30 to 75 cents per day and board. The women manufacture fine pottery, and some families are quite constantly employed by orders for the eastern market. On the left bank of the river their land, 3 miles long by 1 mile wide, is in litigation. There are 2 cases now pending in the courts against the pueblo. The inhabitants of the town are divided by party controversies. This has involved them in intricate troubles over their land. Indians of one faction have come into the courts of Santa Fe and sworn that they did not own or care for certain portions of land. The pueblo has a grievance against 8 Mexicans and 1 American who have fenced in portions of their second grant in the canyon several miles from the village, and have seized the water supplies. A title to the grant dated 1763 from the Spanish authorities has been placed in evidence. This case has now hung for 9 years in the courts. As possession for 10 years is the best title to be had in the territory, immediate action is necessary.

In the pueblo, or little village of the canyon, live 5 families. Their houses are constructed of cedar posts and mud, and are small. They farm small patches here and there, in all about 30 acres. The water supply is limited.

Santa Clara has a grant of 17,545 acres.
Santa Clara's neighbor on the south is San Ildefonso. The village lies on the opposite side of the river, 5 miles below, and at the intersection of Pojoaque river, which meets the Rio Grande at right angles from the east. The dwellings are built upon a large, well kept plaza of rectangular shape, and the only plaza in the pueblos having shade trees. From this center the buildings are found variously placed. Close to it on the acquia are several Mexican houses and in the fields at a distance several others. Inquiries developed the fact that years ago these families were allowed to enter the pueblo, and land was sold to them. By degrees they have enlarged their boundaries. No land, however, has been sold them for a number of years. All acts of violence are tried by the justice of the peace, the Mexican alcalde court.

The available land for cultivation remaining to this pueblo is a strip on the east bank, and between one-third and one-sixth of a mile wide. The largest plot, 7 acres, under cultivation is owned by a widow, growing corn and wheat and a few fruit trees, the only fruit trees in the village. This land is tilled for her by the community, and her gratuities in return have won for her the name of the "Mother of the Pueblo". The size of other farms is from 2 to 3 acres. This pueblo had originally 17,289 acres. The contracted range of the bottom lands to which water is accessible would not measure a section and a half, or 600 acres. Above the line of irrigating ditches the land is useless even for pasture. The high mesa closing upon the river a mile south of the town leave no land below this point for cultivation.

POJOAQUE.

The grant to this pueblo originally contained 13,330 acres. Owing to shrinkage in population the inhabitants have parted with most of their land. At present they have but 25 acres.

The pueblo, situated a mile east of the junction of the Pojoaque and Tesuque rivers, contains 20 persons. They have been in litigation for 4 years with two Mexicans who have settled on the river a mile below the village. This land was not farmed by the Pueblos. The Mexicans therefore appropriated it. The governor says he has wasted much time at court during harvest season over this case. He has attended sessions for 4 years. The sum total of property in Pojoaque is 8 cows, 12 burros, 2 wagons, 7 pigs, 1 set of kivas, 1 ox cart, 1 small wagon and 4 plows.

TESUQUE.

One approaches Tesuque, situated on the left bank of the river of that name, over a winding through small orchards fenced by an abatis of cedar boughs driven into the ground, while apple and peach trees tangle their branches overhead. Small patches of wheat and corn lie on either side of the road. The village is built about a quadrangle 240 feet long by 160 feet broad. The houses are mostly of 2 stories. The Catholic church is small and in a neglected condition. Methods of farming are crude. Both wooden and steel plows are used. Corn is planted too closely, seldom in rows. The result is fair. There is more uniformity in the size of the farms than at any other pueblo. The greatest amount of land owned by one person is 18 acres, the lowest 6 acres, an average of 9.3 acres. Orchards of an acre contain about 20 trees, yielding liberally. The fruit, however, is small and of little flavor. The best in the pueblos farther south is invariably fine. From 14 acres the owner has realized $119; from 10 acres, $65. Out of a population of 51, 25 maintain farms, cultivating 230 acres. Pottery is an industry in this village. Proximity to Santa Fe supplies their kilns with orders. The products are usually fanciful and not characteristic of the Indian design. They still grind corn by stone rubbing. Four bins, each supplied with a stone fitted into it like a washboard, are found in many houses. The grain thrown first into the bin having the stone of roughest surface is there broken by bearing down upon it with a stone similar in shape to a "twist" loaf of bread, using the motion of washing clothes. In the next bin, over a smoother surface of stone, the grain is ground a degree finer. After passing over 4 stones of graded surface the product is ready for sifting. Passable flour and corn meal are thus produced. Much of the raw material is exchanged for necessities at Santa Fe. The rooms of the houses, usually of small size, contain an occasional chair or table. A painted door is observed here and there. The walls are decorated with broad bands of yellow ochre or red clay to a height of 3 feet and above this the rafters are whitened with gypsum. Occasionally the wash has been applied to the exteriors of the houses. Large porticos, or atras, the pillars decorated by flat wooden capitals engraved in shallow design, are found upon the ground floor or second story. Glass is used in most of the windows, unfortunately preventing ventilation. The men wear overcoats and vests, but hats never.

Tesoque has a grant of 17,471 acres.

NAMBE.

Nambe is found by following the bed of the Pojoaque river for three miles after leaving the government road. Its difficulty of access causes it to be rarely visited. The hills surrounding it to the north and east are fast crumbling by disintegration, showing some of the best sculptured forms of geological structure to be seen among the pueblos. The town is situated at the intersection of a small stream with the Pojoaque river, affording an unfailing supply of water and abundant crops. The population numbers 79, with farms covering about 300 acres.
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There are 20 landholders, the largest having 40 and the smallest 6 acres. The average size of farms is 15 acres, larger than in most of the pueblos. Save a few beans and vegetables, their crops are entirely of wheat and corn. Alfalfa, harvested 3 times a year, is grown by all those owning stock. The wealthiest Indian in the pueblo has realized $300 from his 40 acres, and few Indians in this section do better than this. This man has assistance on his farm, and, selecting him as an extreme example of Indian industry, I state his crop for the present year as follows: wheat, 38 bushels; corn, 160 bushels; alfalfa, 30 tons. He owns 2 horses, 2 burros, and 20 cows, which bore 8 calves last year. From this herd he was able to sell 6,000 gallons of milk and make 200 pounds of cheese.

Nambe has no orchards. One Indian has made a beginning and shows a young grove of apple and plum trees not yet in bearing. The original grant to this pueblo contained 13,586 acres. Some of the land has been rented to Mexicans, several of whom live at the pueblo, 1 being married to an Indian woman. A member of the tribe marrying at San Juan sold out to Mexicans. The Indians own a few goats, but no sheep. They seldom eat meat, having to buy it, or receiving it occasionally in payment for labor. The pasture here is very scant, and the Indians complain that what they have is overrun by the stock of their neighbors, and no attention is paid to their remonstrances. Marinading herds of cattle and sheep approach close to the village and often overrun the crops. For the past 3 years these depredations have increased, and the owners have no redress. In my opinion, before these grievances kindle into acts of violence, their agent should get an appropriation sufficient for rediscovering the corner mounts of their survey, and have painted and erected at these points signs bearing a warning in Spanish to the effect that all stray stock found ranging within the bounds of the pueblo would be driven to the pound and released only on payment of a fine by the owners, and that all encroachments for purposes of agriculture would meet with prompt prosecution in the courts. After the posting of this manifesto there should be an energetic exercise of authority for its enforcement. The town has been built about the sides of a rectangular plaza, in the center of which stand 3 houses, which, like many of the structures, are falling into decay. The interiors of the dwellings are uniformly neat and often decorated with pictures. A rude image of Christ, of old design, with a calico gee shirt of modern pattern thrown around it, indicates the modesty of the proprietor. White sheets and pillowcases are occasionally seen. The church is large, and, together with other evidences, proves that at one period Nambe had many times the present population, but the pulpit is tottering and ready to fall, and the walls need repair. The priest visits the town every 3 or 4 months.

Nambe contains much of archaeological interest. Pottery of ancient make and design, some of which is glazed, is to be found here, and stone relics are occasionally discovered.

Nambe has a grant of 13,586 acres.

COCHITI.

Cochiti has an extremely favorable site. It faces the river at a height of 35 feet and is surrounded on 3 sides by tillable plains. The buildings in the town, 50 in number, are generally separated, not more than 3 dwellings being contiguous. The larger portion are of 1 story. Eight Mexican families dwell here and fraternize with the Indians. As long ago as 1839 the Mexicans acquired land here. They are regarded as under the jurisdiction of the pueblo, and perform communal work upon irrigating ditches and roads by command of the governo of the tribe. This community has made several removals since the beginning of the seventeenth century. The town was abandoned in 1881 on the approach of Don de Otermin with a small force, the tribe returning to the mesa of Portero Viejo, there constructing a new pueblo. Don Diego de Vargas 13 years after took this new pueblo by surprise and compelled the Cochitiños to resettle on their old site. In June of 1696, after participating in the uprising of the Jemez, Tenaas, Toos, and other tribes, they fled to the highest mountains; but through negotiations with the Spaniards, they again occupied the town of Rio Grande. Here they remained under the surveillance of Spanish and Mexican regiments until 1816, and here they continue to the present time.

The arroyo De la Peralta joins the river just above the town, its breadth giving evidence of large volumes of water during the spring freshets. It can not be counted upon for irrigation. Cochiti has no orchards, and no trees are to be seen here save the cottonwoods and willows on the sandy island of the river. South of the town the island is clear, and affords fine pasture, which is held in common for all animals. Upon this island small patches of 1.5 to 2 acres are planted in corn. Adobe houses of a single room are found where land is farmed at a distance from the pueblo. A number of incidents were cited by the governor showing the various ways in which these houses had been gotten by Mexican neighbors. The houses of the town are better built and more healthful than in many pueblos. Panelled doors, window sashes, and glass are generally used. Open ante-chambers for sleeping are noted. This is the most northern pueblo in which are to be seen inclosures, or yards, in front of houses. These are called corrales, and are used as such for horses in waiting for one or two hours. The fences are formed of cedar trunks driven in the earth at close intervals and bound together with telegraph wire, thongs of leather, and horsehair. The plaza is unusually large and the streets wide. The Catholic church is in good repair, the Mexican contingent taking a greater interest than the Indians in its ceremonies. The grant of Cochiti is 24,256 acres.
The village of Jemez is situated at the mouth of one of the most romantic canyons of New Mexico. Just above the northern boundary of the pueblo grant the walls of the mesa on either side rise suddenly to a height of 1,900 feet. The remains of the ancient pueblo of Jemez are still seen 13 miles above, and upon the mesa between that and Jemez appear the ruins of more recent pueblos, built by insurrectionary communities. Approaching from the terminus of the valley, which penetrates the mountains for many miles, we cross the Vicente creek, dry in summer, and 3.5 miles below this line the pueblo, enclosed on the northwest by numerous little orchards of apple, plum, and apricot trees, emerges from beneath his deep tangle of green. On entering from this direction, the Presbyterian mission schoolhouse, corral, and dwelling, built of adobe, are passed, and shortly after a line of cedar corrals extending entirely along the east and south sides of the town. At the extreme end of these is a Catholic church, and near it a 2-story frame building of the Catholic mission, its schoolroom below and dwelling apartments above. The plaza of Jemez is irregular and unusually narrow. The houses, built closely about this, are mostly of 2 stories. On either side, north and south, are 2 other streets, upon which the houses have been less closely placed. There are 85 houses in the town, and surrounding it on both sides of the river are many little summer lodges. Southeast of the town are 0 threshing floors, where, for almost 2 months, since the 6th of July, the slow processes of threshing grain by horses, and winnowing it by means of wooden shovels and the aid of the never failing southern breeze, have been in progress. About 1,400 acres are farmed, mostly on the west side of the river. The marks of an ancient irrigating ditch are seen on the east side, and an old Indian, who recently died, declared that it was used when he was a child. The Vicente creek was then a small stream. By the increased size of its bed the acquis which crossed it, bearing water from the canyon at a higher level, was endangered and frequently broken. The ditch, and the land below which it commanded, were therefore abandoned. The Jemez Indians have a wide reputation for industry. With the exception of about 70 acres in scattered plots, all land to be reached by water is cultivated. There are 15 heads of families who own none and obtain subsistence by working on shares for their neighbors. The fields between river and town are surrounded by high mud walls. A door, with padlock and key, protects little plots of vegetables, fruit, and grapes. Of wine 40 barrels are made per year. Their dried peaches are excellent and command higher prices at Santa Fe than eastern fruit. This year Jemez will have 10,000 bushels of wheat and nearly as much corn. They are just beginning to fertilize their fields. An immense bank of manure, 9 feet deep and covering an acre, has been discovered, the site of former corrals. This the storekeeper has prevailed upon some of them to use. The same supplies are to be had at all pueblos, but little appreciation of the effects of fertilization is apparent. Their plowing 10 years ago was done by wooden plows and oxen. Since that time they have broken many horses to harness and are discarding oxen. According to some authorities they own 3,000 head of horses, according to others only 750. These are kept on an immense range of unconfined pasture land 50 miles long by 12 wide, claimed jointly by Zia, Santa Ana, and Jemez. It is impossible to get at the correct number of either horses or cattle. The Indians do not know how many they own. The possession of horses is doubtful wealth, the Navajos having broken the market. The Indians are as willing to take a journey on foot as on horseback, and are able to cover as much ground by one means as the other. The above mentioned grant was given under Spanish authority for pasture purposes, that government reserving the right of pasture for cavalry in the valley of Spirito Santo. Lately valuable mineral deposits have been discovered upon the grant, especially on the Rio Pecos and near Salisbulo. A 15-foot vein of ignite coal, also copper, gold, and silver, have been discovered by prospectors. The Indians threaten all comers to this valley who carry picks and shovels, though they show no inclination to mine themselves. A confirmation by government of the original grant for the purposes just mentioned (pasture), and its opening for mining would be advisable. Complaints are made that immense flocks of sheep range on the land. Stock from the adjoining Mexican village of San Ysidro frequently invades their corn and grain fields. The agency supplied them with wire for fencing, which was used for protection on this side. The fence has been broken, and there is much irritation in consequence. Some years ago the Mexicans obtained a foothold on the pueblo territory, and formed a settlement of 6 houses. Negotiations were entered into whereby exchange was made for an equivalent portion of land on the southern side of the grant. The Mexicans still hold on to their houses and certain portions of land about them. A writ of ejectment was served, but the Indians seemed timid about using the land until their agent had the vacated houses destroyed. In 1830 the pueblo of the Pecos, linguistically allied to Jemez, abandoned its land and joined this community. A Presbyterian school was started 10 years ago and secured a large attendance from the pueblo. The Catholic mission 3 years ago established a school at Jemez, which also receives aid from the government. The result of having 2 schools in the community is that the children rotate between both, and regularity of attendance at either is broken.

The grant of Jemez contains 17,510 acres, 3,500 of which can be made available for agriculture.

ZIA.

Approached from any direction the little town of Zia stands forth boldly against the sky, a low line of gray and white buildings capping the stony promontory, which rises abruptly from the river to the height of 250 feet, and finds its connection with the mesa beyond in a narrow ridge to the north. The church of the Jesuits, occupying the highest site, is not large, but built for a much larger population than is to be found here. Evidences of shrinkage
are everywhere apparent in the ruined foundations of houses long since deserted, as well as in the dilapidation of vacant tenements. From the church to the plaza at the other end of the town, a distance of 200 yards, stand the houses that now remain. Little regularity in construction is observable, save that the buildings have been placed in parallel lines and face the 4 cardinal points. They are constructed of cobblestones and volcanic scoria, great care being observed in the selection of stones of one size. These are joined in rows of adobe mud. Occasionally the surface is plastered and the whole whitened. To the west of the town is a series of stone corrals. Every Saturday night the stock is driven into these and the herdsmen are changed. Up the rocky sides some lines of horses, burros, mules, and cattle in headlong precipitation, hurrying to escape long whips carried by the herdsmen and by the awaiting members of the community. Zia owns 300 horses, 40 mules, 100 burros, and 650 cows and oxen. The herdsmen appear in the village with the necks of their horses garlanded with wood ruts and other game which arrows and clubs have secured. Sunday, therefore, is a day of feasting. Toward the town from the west the river winds slowly through its wide bed for 3 miles. Above this its course lies northward. On the north and south are vast tracts of sandy and unproductive territory, and to the east following the river, thence until it joins the Rio Grande, the soil produces nothing. There are 26 sapdemen in this community, and they cultivate, in isolated patches, less than 100 acres of wheat and corn. The farming is performed in a shiftless and half-hearted manner. Neighboring Indians call them lazy, and this bad opinion of them was manifested by their Santa Ana brethren 2 years ago. When sending to them for aid in time of starvation, offering ready money obtained by selling their trinkets, the Santa Ana Indians refused them supplies, saying it was time they perished from the earth. Their neighbors at Jemez were more considerate. In 1876, out of good fellowship, they aided them for 3 days with a force of over 100 men in the construction of an aqueduct. This was allowed to fall into decay, and is now overgrown. They complain that much of their property was damaged by marauding bands of cattle, especially from Santa Ana. On application to the agent a paper of warning was given them, but as no one could read its contents it became a matter of derision, and the authority it was said to contain was held in abeyance for proof. The women are able to supplement by their skill in the art of pottery the medium of support provided by their husbands. The kilns of this village have a just reputation for the shape of their models and for refinement of decoration. The olla is first sun-baked, the painting is then applied, and the whole fired. Powdered gypsum is used for a white ground. Colored powder, obtained from red sandstone and trachyte, is mixed with water and applied by short brush strokes of grass. The sharpness of the edge and cleanness of the line thus effected is surprising when compared with the clumsiness of the implements. The design upon pottery is never a matter of fancy, but has significance, historic or mythological. The designs frequently assume the form of animals and birds. The art is practiced entirely by the women, who show considerable steadiness of hand in applying their colors without the aid of a maulstick.

Besides their scanty crop of wheat and corn, red peppers are grown. These do well in this soil and are produced in most of the pueblos. The chili verde is used as food. Only 2 small orchards are maintained in Zia, most of the inhabitants preferring to live upon their rocky site to descending and maintaining a home upon the plain.

Zia has a grant of 17,515 acres.

SANTA ANA.

One leaves Zia to follow the Jemez river directly east toward the Sandia range of mountains. The soil from this point rapidly becomes sandy and untilelable, and at Santa Ana, 9 miles below, it is entirely unproductive. The inhabitants of this town have long since abandoned it as a place of summer abode, and use it only for autumn and winter residence. The town is built upon 2 streets running parallel with the river, and on its bank a single cottonwood tree is the only one seen in a range of many miles. Half a mile back of the town, to the north, the mesa rises to a height of 1,300 feet. On the top of this the cattle find scant pasture. They roam without herdsmen, returning by a trail down its precipitous side every 2 days for water. They remain in the river for several hours, and then return to other dry table lands. To the south, beyond the river, as far as the eye can reach, lie undulating plains of wind-swept sands, dotted by stunted cedars growing at intervals, and often forming the nuclei of new mounds during wind storms. This tract is given over to coyotes and rattlesnakes. The trail through it to Bernalillo is almost obliterated by the shifting of the surface. While the tribe is farming its ranches on the Rio Grande below, 1 man, together with a messenger, is deputed by the governor to guard the pueblo. They occupy their time in making thread and moccasins. The thread from cow tendon is made by splitting the tendon carefully with the thumb nail and rolling it in a little spittle on the knee. The town is built on 2 streets running parallel with the river. On the outskirts are numerous cedar corrals, and near these 2 guest houses, the most comfortable lodge in the village. Here strangers are entertained and, on the occasion of private feasts or dances, imprisoned. The church is a sizable structure with some pretense to architecture, and the bell on it bears the date of 1710. The dwellings are well built, generally of 2 stories, but at this time are deserted. The 2 I entered had fireplaces running the width of the house and having a draught from two chimneys. A complete removal is made in March. Furniture, cooking utensils, mural ornaments, as well as the eagles, dogs, and live stock necessary to farming, are taken to summer quarters 3 miles below. The cats alone remain, prowling like gaunt specters over the roofs and through the deserted streets.
At the ranches of Santa Ana are 2 small villages half a mile apart. Each is surrounded by orchards of peach, apple, and plum trees and small vineyards. The corn crop is one of the finest to be seen on the Rio Grande. It is grown in several sections, located apart, the boundaries of individual owners being indicated along one side. My guide pointed out his own portion, 80 feet in width by 400 yards long; others have sown more. About 750 acres have been cultivated. More land than is necessary is used for pasture. This is irrigated. The river divides above Santa Ana and meagerly occupies the 2 broad bottoms. By a boom construction in the river one bed could be made to accommodate all of its water, allowing the land lying in and contiguous to the other to be reclaimed. The grant of the ranches touches the town of Benchillo on the south. Nine years ago the first Mexican house was built on this land; there are now 11, including 85 acres. The Indians are well supplied with stock, most of which is herded on the large grant, used also by Zia and James. They count about 600 horses and 2,000 cattle, besides 30 yoke of work oxen and 100 burros. At the way from this pueblo to the river I passed 8 wagons, drawn by 4 and 6 oxen, carrying half a ton of grain each. Most of the crop is stored and ground by hand during the winter.

Santa Ana has a grant of 17,361 acres.

SAN DOMINGO.

This pueblo touches Cochiti on the north and San Felipe on the south, where its line runs at an angle of 50 degrees with the river and invades the square northern corners of the latter. Its population of nearly 1,000 is industrious and utilizes all available land. Hundreds of acres, however, are wasted in the river bed, as they are unwilling to risk crops upon it. An island overgrown by cottonwood trees serves no other purpose than that of a great park for the pueblo. Including this and the river bed, which varies from 1,5 to 1 mile wide, there are about 10 sections within the reach of water. I calculated that less than one-fifth of this is under cultivation. At the village notable changes have been wrought since my visit to it 10 years ago. The church, which then stood some distance from the river, has since dropped into it, showing the rapidity with which the water invades the clay banks. Many houses have disappeared, their owners removing to higher levels at the other end of the village. On the left bank of the river, surrounding the pueblo, are numerous little orchards, lately planted, but already bearing plums, peaches, apples, and apricots, a sale for which is found at the railroad station of Wallace, 3 miles below. Small plots only of fruit, vegetables, and corn are found on this side of the river. Opposite the town are the great fields of grain, with divisions marking ownership hardly perceptible. The grain is cut in common, a force of 6 or 8 working together. There seems to be no other reason for this custom than love of company. The plowing exhibits the same thing. Often as many as 10 yoke of oxen, awkwardly coupled by the horses, are seen following the footsteps of a child, which insures a straight line across the fields, and the boisterous hilarity which follows the slow company and sends back its bellum of voices from the bottom lands is significant of the delights of all yonder.

This tribe has made 3 moves. During the Spanish occupation of the territory it was situated at Galisteo and was then a band of wanderers. The Spanish troops demolished its pueblo and subjugated the inhabitants. Their village was located within 3 miles of the present town of Wallace, and after a short residence at this site it was abandoned for the greater advantages found on the Rio Grande. There are evidences that all the pueblos, from San Juan to Sandia, came from higher sites, and often from distant mountain locations, sometimes by 2 or more stages, toward the river.

The village of San Domingo has now no regular plaza. There was once a plaza west of the church, whose site was some time ago claimed by the river. The streets, 1 at right angles and 1 parallel with the river, are very broad. The houses are of 1 and 2 stories, and show less care than any other dwellings in the pueblo range. The air is usually foul, and the personal habits of the inmates make occupancy by a stranger well nigh impossible. The windows, formerly fitted with 8 slats as a barricade to thieves, have recently been filled out with gypsum or glass, lessening ventilation. The grant has but 5.5 miles lying upon the river. Pasture is found east of the pueblo, where large herds range. The people own about 1,200 horses, 1,200 cattle, besides burros and work oxen; also a few goats, but no sheep. These are herded in common, both private and pueblo brands being used. When a destitute member of the community wants a horse or an ox to aid in his labor, he applies to the governor of the pueblo and is supplied. No sales are made without the consent of the governor and of the man's family. The objection on the part of a child, if it persists, is sufficient to prevent a sale. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company offered $600 for the land occupied by their tracks, which were to pass through the pueblo, but the amount was refused, it being feared that the signatures necessary would be appended to the deed of their whole territory.

The grant of San Domingo contains 74,743 acres, extending from the river equally east and west.
SAN FELIPE.

At my first visit to San Felipe I was denied entrance to the pueblo, owing to a secret dance which was in progress. The next day, coming on invitation, I found the council of principals already assembled and anxious to make amends for the inhospeitable treatment of the day before. We discussed 2 large tracts of land, each available for cultivation, one needing an extension of the acequia and the other a boom in the river. Upon leaving the line of San Domingo, along which every foot was cultivated, one enters a tract of the same sort of land, 2,500 acres, covered with sagebrush, where a large band of San Domingo horses ranged. The land cultivated by the San Felipans lies on the left bank above and on both sides below the town. A mile south of this the river divides, leaving an island of the richest loam 1.5 miles long and a third of a mile wide.

The grant of San Felipe extends for 9 miles on the west and 8 on the east along the river. An irrigating ditch lines the east side for about 7 miles, passing the little Mexican village of Corcor, whose inhabitants use the water. This settlement has been here for a long time. I was unable to find whether it had been found before the confirmation of their grant in 1858. In proportion to the population (551), San Felipe has more land available for agriculture than any other pueblo. It has, therefore, become wasteful of its privileges. The town, of recent construction, is laid out with the precision of a military camp, surrounding a plaza 230 by 175 feet. The houses facing this have been whitened for the first story, the second, when there is one, being left in its original color. The effect is striking. At the corners of the plaza are openings wide enough for a horse to pass through, and on the north and south sides are gates for wagons. To the south stands the church, a large building of greater architectural pretensions than any other among the pueblos. Many images are found in their houses, pertaining both to their own and the Catholic religion. Opposite the center of the north side is the great circular estuña, and on the center of the east side a lesser estuña. Between this and the river, which flows about 100 yards from the plaza, runs a line of cedars corrales, and directly opposite these, on the west side, another series parallel with the line of houses. Outside the fact-like inclosure a few houses have been reared without regard to regularity. All the land of the town is drained toward the plaza, and the result during the rainy season is a rectangular pond to be circumvented or forced by the inhabitants. Two hundred feet of pipe would drain this into the river. The whole town is shadowed on the west by a high volcanic mesa, which rises abruptly to a height of 650 feet. On the top of this, half a mile above, are the ruins of the old pueblo from which the inhabitants moved. Pasture for burros and cattle is found on the mesa, but the 400 horses range on the bottom lands. But few orchards, very small, are found at this pueblo, all lying directly opposite the town on the east bank of the river. A bridge was built a few years ago, but it is now partially destroyed. San Felipe raises only cereals. I was not able to go over the whole tract and estimate the crops. The land lying idle and easily utilized is about 3,000 acres. San Felipe has food and to spare. The land grant of the pueblo is 34,787 acres.

SANDIA.

Like San Felipe, this community holds more land than it can improve. The large Mexican town of Bernalillo presses upon the north side of its tract of 34,187 acres. In 1824 the Indians of the pueblo gave the land on which the town stands, but no patent of this transaction is in existence. Sales are consummated in the town and await confirmation. Passing 1,200 acres of open land, here and there developing weak traces of alkali, left as a pasture open to the use of the town, cultivation begins half a mile from the pueblo. The acequia, at a high level, is supplied from a source 2 miles above. Bernalillo lies just south of the line of the ranches of Santa Ana. The water flows for 6 miles before it is utilized, most of the farming being done south of the pueblo. I found the governor alone setting a worthy example to his people, working in the mud to his knees at the point where the Rio Grande forms a junction with his ditch. The office of governor, he informed me, after he had gained solid ground and had reduced the weight of his legs by kicking off the chunks of clay, was an honorary one, yet so exacting in its demands as to compel a neglect of one's own interest by any who accept the prefecture. The pueblo is prettily situated on a gentle rise from the bottom lands of the river. Most of the course of the acequia is sheltered by large cottonwood trees. Grape culture becomes here an industry, though corn and wheat are the staple crops. The land upon the left side of the river only is cultivated. The sand hills rise abruptly from the right bank. On this side, some distance below where the land assumes a lower level, a few Mexicans have established themselves, and cultivate small plots of vegetables. The efforts to raise water to the height necessary to command this land were so commendable that the Indians approved its occupancy by them. A boom was made upon a small arm of the river, which forced the water upon an undershot wheel fitted with buckets. Water was raised and started in the acequia at a height of 10 feet.

Between the junction and the pueblo several large tracts of island land, now covered by groves of cottonwood and willows, could be made available for tilting. The level of these islands is 6 feet above the water, and no evidence of inundation is observable. There are 700 acres in the upper island and as much below, but less wooded.
On arriving in Isleta one immediately marks numerous points of difference between this community and the more northern pueblos in matters of dress, building, and customs. The town is composed entirely of 1 story dwellings, for the most part detached, though not isolated from neighboring habitations. These are always commodious and built frequently after the Spanish custom, about a court, or plaza. Tables are generally found within, though not always dined upon, and chairs of American manufacture are usually to be had to offer a stranger; but the case of a roll of blankets on the floor is not forgotten by the Indian. Couches on the hard cement have not been superseded by beds, though some have introduced this comfort into their dwellings. Trousers and overalls are common, but the white sunnuvo breeches, with the red trimmed leather leggins, are still more generally worn. The leggins are not tied by garters, as in all other pueblos, but fastened by silver buttons, buttons being used wherever available upon their costume. This is a hat wearing community. Beard trimmed, light felt hats have taken the place of the red undinechief tied in a band about the head. The hair is cropped at the junction of the neck with the shoulders, and its frequent cutting has been productive of most luxuriant shocks. It is often parted on the side. The women, however, still cling to their pipecrake costume; sensible in all respects save the binding of the legs below the knee with heavy bandages of doesskin, intended as a protection against snake bites. The superstitions regard these Indians for snakes, inasmuch as they hold a prominent place in religious rites, protects them and renders them abundant among the villages. A snake being found on the pueblo is nearly disabled, and is then carried upon sticks and laid outside of mans immediate range.

On the north of the plaza, 100 by 130 yards in extent, is the Catholic church, a commodious and well kept structure, and to the right of it the padre's garden and house and the Catholic school. At the southeast corner of

a of the pueblo of Isleta, Mr. Charles E. Lummis, in "A Trump Across the Continent," 1892, pages 110-113, writes:

"There was little room in the adobe, but about the little city of adobe and intervales was wth valuable people, that was some time to be my home, the adobe, back. Dark faces were to aliens with neighboring, and in back and when the sun rose with my kin in my brea had broken aom and left me apocalyptic and helpless for months, or when I fell bore with buckshot by the midnight assisit, not one of the other strange happenings a few years were to bring. But though there was no seeking ahead to which would have given a deeper interest, the latter old town, which was the oldest of the surviving Spanish in that bucolic summer of 1680, had already a strong attraction for me. There were more fine looking Indians and more spacious and ambitious houses than I had yet seen; and, indeed, Isleta, which is the second largest of the pueblos, numbering over 1,000 people, has the largest and best rooms, the largest and best, and most excellent are orchards and hen, and other wealth, though it is one of the least picturesque, since its buildings are nearly all of 1 story, while in some pueblos the houses are 3 stories high.

"The pueblo of Isleta is one of the strange little city republics of that strange little race which had achieved this quaint civilization of their own before Columbus was born. In pueblo over 15,000 acres of land in the United States, and their little kings and lords of the palace-like places in New Mexico. The have well endowed farms, orchards, and vineyards, heads of cattle, sheep, and horses, and are indeed very different in every way from the average eastern conception of an Indian. It is a personal wonder to see that Americans travel so little to see the wonders of their own land. They find almost nothing more picturesque, nothing more marvelous, in scenery or men, than they could see within the world beyond, with its strange landscapes, its nobles ruins of a prehistoric past, and the astounding customs of its present aborigines. A pueblo ceremonial dance is one of the most remarkable sights to be witnessed anywhere, and there are many other customs so less worth seeing.

"I have lived near 2 years in Isleta for my neighbors, and better neighbors I have never had and never want. They are unadulterated but kindly, thoughtful, and loyal, and wonderfully interesting. Their endless and beautiful folklore, their quaint and often astonishing customs, and their artistic achievements have made a lasting impression on me. To take even the smallest part of these things which I have learned would take volumes; but one of the first and least secret customs I witnessed may be described here. The Chinese feed their dead, beginning with a grand banquet, which precedes the house, and is spread upon the newly covered grave. The Pueblos do not this. The funeral is decked forth with no burial meal, and the lament for all the dead together is given once a year in a ceremonial by itself. The burial place from their Christian church, and the only remarkable ceremonies are those performed in the room where the dead left their clay unburnt. All that is a secret ceremony, however, and may be seen by no stranger, but all are free to witness the strange rites of the Day of the Dead.

Mr. Lummis then, in the same work, writes of the Isleta de los Marines as follows:

"To-day the shorthorns who sleep 9 feet deep in the bosom of the bare gravel grayed in front of the quaint church of the pueblo of Isleta have the first savor of the long afternoon, for to-day the Day of the Dead is celebrated with considerable pomp and ceremony. It is to be hoped that death may still keep the edge of an Indian's naturally robust appetites, even to a pretentious last dinner that would surely cause him inconvenience; but the Indians are generous when they do so.

"The feast of the present for the Isleta de los Marines has been upon the pueblo for several days, in a sort of domestic crescent. While the men have been, as usual at the fall, looking rather devotedly upon the new moon when it is a silver red, and holding themselves by day to go off in vocal parrhetachonies at night, when they meet for an hour about the village singing an obituary, 'go not home until morning', the women have been industriously employed at hoe. They never seem to yearn for the flowing bowl, and keep steadfastly sober throughout the temptations of wine making, always ready to go out and call a too straggling spouse and persuade him home. It is well for the family that this is so. We have a governor this year who is very brave, and very to the convivialist who lifts his stein, where Don Vicente can hear him, or who starts to do such things where the old man's eagle eye will look upon him. In a brief space of time two tallest satislills will be down on the scene, one a disheveled wooden yoke, a mammoth headdress in a design, which is fitted around the culprit's neck, and off he is dragged by the heels to the little adobe jail, there to repent of his folly until he has added a dollar or two to the Vicente's treasure.

"For the last 3 days the dark little town of the are has been besieged by a crowd of women, bearing fat brown balloons in the air between their hands and upon their feet, each mom of mores having a white, and another the commonest fractional ceremony of the pueblo the shippebone, worth 15 or 20 cents, according to weight. Some bring cakes of the forti when one is the wealthiest pueblo as well as the largest. Their purchases were sugar, flour, bread, candies, catties, and occasionally coffee, all with fetal intent.

"For two days, the queen most honored of ovanes outside the houses have been running down the largest hall in all over town. This in the morning the prune, however; would appear to be a fine festivity, but the gossips and genicteed dim is her house. Then, when the thick adobe walls were hot enough, she would rake out the coals and ashes and toss the pot with a wet rag to a spin. Next, a abrupt disappearance appears in the house, and a prompt emergence with a brand, ch times, covered with the most astounding vehicles of pygmy in large. In most things the pueblo appears imaginative enough, though this is a deceptive appearance, when we come to sculpturing finest day book and cake the present talent displayed outside the without delusions of a French pastry cook. There is nothing to touch the sensation without the present day in the earth, nor the heavens above the earth, nor the waters under the earth'. Their shapes always suited with an e.Vicente Sphen's signature, and they are quite as unapproachable. Having been placed in the oven, the door of which was then closed with a big, tight stamp and sealed with mud, the baking remained therein all attired, and then, crisp and delicious (for there are few better breads than those Pueblos), it was served away in the inner room to await its ceremonial use.

"The day began more personal and we were first to be found anywhere from one to half a dozen dusty but comically mottled and matted holding over brightly painted designs, and giving careful attention to their soft, black hair.

"The pueblo, however, may see red cyclamen being daily stitched into simple garments, and soft, while white cottons were being out to long strips to be wound into the characteristic female 'bud'. The men were doing little, save to tend their meat support. But late last night little bands of them wandered joyfully
The plaza is the Presbyterian mission school. Along the center of the east side is the trader's store, opposite which are dwellings. All buildings in Isleta are of adobe. Occasionally houses have small front yard attachments reaching into the streets. The thoroughfares are crooked and wind their way without system through the town. A second store, kept by an enterprising Indian, does a good business. The town lies upon the right bank of the Rio Grande. North of it the river clings to the left side of the valley, leaving the entire space west of it open to cultivation through the whole breadth of the valley, 1.5 miles. This, for 2.5 miles toward the town, is solidly cultivated, bearing a luxuriant crop of wheat and corn. As the valley approaches the town a slight rise in its level renders further irrigation below its site impossible with the exception of a narrow strip on the right bank. Below the town, on the left side, other tracts are cultivated, although, owing to high floods 4 years ago, much of this has been abandoned. With proper engineering ability 500 acres could be saved here. The Mexicans have a scent foot on the southeastern slope. Isleta has about 60 acres of fruit trees, bearing peaches, plums, and apricots of a high order. Its vineyards are well kept and highly productive, though not extensive. The inhabitants consume nearly all the wine made, and it lasts rarely more than 4 months. The women send fruit to Albuquerque and along the line of the railroad. The men make long journeys with burro trains and wagons, carrying peaches and grapes and apricots to remote points. This pueblo had a mill 20 years ago, at which most of its grain was ground. Afterward a larger one was built, but both have been abandoned, and their flour and meal are now either ground at Los Lunas from their grain or obtained in trade for raw material at Albuquerque. Their practice of medicine is still crude, Indian remedies, some of which indeed are potent, being used. A bottle of wizard oil was brought from Albuquerque 10 years ago, and having worked wonders in a few cases it is now regarded as a cure-all. The Isleta Indian seldom works for Mexicans, though some seek employment on the railroad in winter.

over the pueblo, pausing at the door of every house where they found a light and singing a pleasant song to all the infants to protect the inmates, who were expected to reward this interruption by gifts of bread, meat, coffee, tobacco, or something else, to the courteous neighbors.

"Thus anticipated, the joy of the ford diffused clear and warm. As the men crawled above the ragged crest of the sand the grey old sacristan, in shirt and calzoncillos of spotted wool, climbed the stairs of the sand and, at the church's door, saluted the men, and the bell, which has had companions of few minutes, peals the rest of the day. The singing of the church bell of Isleta is an experience that is worth a long journey to enjoy. The bells hang in two harmonious wooden towers, perched up on the four corners of the large adobe church. There are no ropes, and tongues would be a work of supererogation. The ringer, stopping into the belfry through a broken blind, grasps a hammer in his hand and hits the bell a tentative tap, as if to see whether it is going to strike back. Encouraged by finding that it does not, he gives it another stroke after a few seconds, another, then, growing interested, he holds it 3 times in 15 as many seconds, then, after a voice pedal, he yields to his enthusiasm, rushes upon the bell, drives it in a wild tattoo, carries it down from caws to a calm with 8 multiplicate strokes, and thenceforward devotes himself to making the greatest possible number of round sounds in the second. As a bell-postulator he has no superior.

"All this feverish obedience of the bell had no visible effect for awhile. The people only knew its existence, and were in no hurry to answer its claim. At last, by 18 o'clock, the first manual workmen" (naive of the big, bare foremen of the band, long since known) "began to come through the street in single file. Each bore upon his head a big, dark basket, the rask ciufiuliezio of housework or the elegant woven Apache jinies, hopped high with enough corn to make the lights skippers in the campus pinto take his fear of losing food. Each woman was dressed in her best. Her vacaciones and queue albania's "boos" whose bright and spotted; her dark skirt of heavy homespun very fine, was now, and at its ending by the lance a slight suggestion of energy within; her softest comb and tanque and silver bands hung from her neck; the tarpaulin, which covered all her head except the face, was of the gayest pattern. One young girl had a terry red table cloth from hand shall, and another an American piece cover of cotton, with old gold embroidery.

"Marching through the opening in the high adobe wall which surrounds the graveyard, each woman went to the spot whose grave covered beloved bones, and her basket down there, planted a lot of candles around it, lighted them, and continued kneeling patiently behind her offering. It was a quiet and impressive sight, the most significant part of right New Mexican life, the most typical of the Mexican's manner of performing ceremonial duties, and presenting their request, and disposing of their baskets, their candles, and their knees at certain points along the roof of home boards laid flat on smooth adobe. It was not at midnight that they took those scattered positions. They were those relatives who had the capacity of being held under the church door, and each knelt over the indistinguishable resting place of her loved and lost. The impressive mass was preceded by a short, business-like talk from the new pastor. It had always been the custom for the women to walk slowly and thoughtfully over the grave, through morning prayers in the church, and now patiently confine it to a certain right from dawn until noon, the women were ordered to remain in proper quiet during the mass and he would not bless the graves.

"The warning was effective, and the women went upon quiet orders. A group of Mexican women kneeling near the altar were seen finally in pursuit of the little organ, with which they never quite caught up. The altar shone with incomplete candles, which twinkled on ancient saints and modern idol, on mirrors and tinsel and paper flowers. Through the 2 square, high, dirty windows in the 6-foot alcove wall the sunlight strained, lighting up vaguely the smooth round ring and strange bunches overhead; the knelling figures, the hop-up baskets, and the flickering candles on the floor below. Near the door, under the low gallery, stood a respectful row of Miss Indians and Mexicans. The gray-haired sacristan and his assistant shuffled heater and thither, with eager eyes, watching the candles of the women less their hair too low and hiding the floor, and now and then stopping to wash out some smearing wick with their hand fingers in an air of anxiety, and then, on the way, to push and pull the various bunches of grapes whose little fists were about the door, and disposed of their baskets, their candles, and their knees at certain points along the roof of home boards laid flat on smooth adobe. It was not at midnight that they took those scattered positions. They were those relatives who had the capacity of being held under the church door, and each knelt over the indistinguishable resting place of her loved and lost. The impressive mass was preceded by a short, business-like talk from the new pastor. It had always been the custom for the women to walk slowly and thoughtfully over the grave, through morning prayers in the church, and now patiently confine it to a certain right from dawn until noon, the women were ordered to remain in proper quiet during the mass and he would not bless the graves.

"At last the mass was over and the pastor went into the retiring room to change his costume, the women and baskets returning to their positions. Directly he appeared, and the sacristan brought him a silver bowl of holy water. Stepping in front of the woman and baskets unseen the altar, the priest read a long prayer for the expense of the soul over whose long desolate tenement she knelt, and then sprinkled holy water therewith, at once moving on to the next.
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They frequently work for each other. Whole families have continued for many years in the bondage of debt as serfs to proprietors. The custom has the power of nominating the governor and council in all pueblos, and although the community has the right to act this aside it is rarely done.

Isleta farms perhaps 2,600 acres, and uses all the available land. The farms absorb their attention; herding interests are secondary. On the west of this lies the Rio Puerco, unavailable for irrigation. The remainder of the grant, 107,480 acres, offers meager pasture. The grant, extending on either side of the river, is estimated at 110,080 acres.

Observations on the Census of the Pueblo Indians: 1860.

For various reasons statistics compiled from schedules of enumerators as applied to the area under cultivation would be misleading. Upon the ordinary blanks used for agricultural statistics the instructions were that no entry was to be made of farms under 3 acres. Very many farms among these villages do not contain that amount, and were therefore not included. Again, in a number of cases enumerators were not faithful either in inquiries or entries. On the schedules of Jemez, Cochiti, and San Domingo the number of farms and not their area was given. The enumerators of San Felipe, Sandia, Santa Ana, and Zia put down 5,000 acres as the amount cultivated by each. Even as the amount available for cultivation this estimate is highly exaggerated. In the foregoing comments on these pueblos I have noted the area actually cultivated and that available for cultivation. At Zia, for instance, less than 100 acres are tilled, and more than 900 could be irrigated and utilized. At San Juan most of the holdings were placed at 5 acres, giving the impression that great equality existed. In fact, it is a community of rich and poor, and there is a great disparity in actual possession. The schedules from Nambe, Pojoaque, Tesuque, San Ildefonso, and Santa Clara I believe to be as correct as faithful endeavor and long experience in dealing with Indians could make them.

For Taos and Picuris, owing to a lack of blanks, the farms and their products belonging to several owners were entered as one item. A failure to differentiate the schedules of Taos and Picuris renders it impossible to get from them the number of acres cultivated by each pueblo. The schedules of Isleta were late, and did not come under my observation.

In compliance with instructions to special agents, bidding them to obtain assistance from any and every reliable source, I went to the Indian agency with the schedule marked "General schedule for the entry of totals in the various departments" of which the agent is overseer. I learned there was no record of the amount of land cultivated in the pueblos. Having completed a tour through 15 of the 19 pueblos I am able to compare facts with approximations from the agency. I find 8,750 acres under cultivation by three-fourths of the whole number of villages. The average worth of a cultivated acre is between $7 and 88 to an Indian. From their land, therefore, the proceeds of these Indians of the 15 pueblos is about $70,000. Their population is 5,250; an average, therefore, of $13.50 to the individual per year.

The question of taxation for the Pueblo Indian, though legitimately resting upon his right of citizenship, is naturally influenced by a knowledge of the opportunities which his environment presents for obtaining from taxable property the means of subsistence. Out of nearly 1,000,000 acres owned by the Pueblos of the 19 villages, including Zuñi, Acoma, and Laguna, less than 13,000 are tilled. By proper engineering much land could be saved in river bottoms and much reclaimed at higher levels; but in a number of pueblos land easily commanded by water is lying idle. A speedy, direct, and just method of rectifying this disparity between privilege and practice, ownership and occupation of territory, would be by taxation, based on all culturable tenure.

Their present need is legal protection. Before the law they are citizens, and they are supposed to avail themselves of the courts, hiring their own counsel. The office of agent is merely advisory, in which no real power exists, but to which, even in its insufficiency, the Indian clings, knowing no other source of help. So many of the enforcements upon the Indian domain on the part of land thieves are at first only experimental that prompt measures and energizing advice from an agent upon the ground would suffice to protect them and dishearten interlopers. The people having attained a degree of knowledge available for subsistence from the soil, are content to consider themselves, by comparison with their migratory neighbors, incapable of further advances; they are sedentary in habits and fixed in an intricate system of religions and civil laws. Open to educational influence only up to a given point, the barriers behind which the deep rooted religious superstitions hide and entrench themselves can only be broken by the pressure of varied forces working simultaneously and in harmony. Faithful teachers have found that children of brightest promise, whom their parents have allowed to adopt the dress and ideas of our own, are suddenly recalled by a power from within. The child, happy for a number of years in civilized clothes and with fair knowledge of English, is suddenly seen to come out in full Indian outfit, and through lack of association rapidly forget the language acquired after many months of patient labor. Young fellows returning from the schools at Carlisle, Santo Fe, and Albuquerque for a time maintain themselves against heavy odds in their higher grade of civilization, but in 9 cases out of 10 relapse sooner or later; and frequently, like the soul out of which the uncivil spirit was cast, having acquired added capacity by education, not only inviting back the old but also finding room for new and more dangerous occupants.
FEMALE DANCER.
Tabilla (Table) or Corn Dance. Pueblo of San Domingo, New Mexico. August, 1890.
A graduate of Carlisle in a council of elders declared with eloquence and force that his influence should be against any change and so-called advance. He had tried both civilizations and knew that what the Indian had maintained and preferred for centuries was still best suited to him. Fortunately, to the encouragement of philanthropic endeavor, it may be said that this opinion is not openly shared by all among the Pueblos.

**FOOD OF THE PUEBLOS.**

Cows are seldom milked, and are made available only for meat and hides.

The diet of these Indians is largely vegetable, fresh meat being regarded as a great luxury, and eaten perhaps on an average of once in 3 weeks. Strips of dried flesh appear more frequently in stews of beans and red peppers. Goat flesh, beef, and mutton are easily cured, and after slight drying in the sun may be kept for an indefinite period. Peaches and apples are dried and stored for winter use. Muskmelons are peeled, closed, and hung upon the branches of young cottonwood trees which the owners of all melon patches cut in groves to surround their summer lodges. All branches unable to support the weight of a melon are removed, and on the dry racks thus formed the surplus of this much prized fruit is preserved. Corn is converted into meal or roasted green and eaten as a vegetable. Tortillas are made of flour partially leavened with sour dough, a heavy flagjack cooked upon copper plates. Beans and stews are eaten with scoops; scoop and frijoles disappear together. The scoop is an article called gusyave, made of thin corn meal, cooked upon hot rocks, resembling brown paper, and plastic enough to be rolled up and used as a scoop: an advance upon fingers, but a degree below pouter. Coffee is universally used and seldom without sugar. Wine is made at Jemez, Santa Ana, Sandia, and Isleta. No statistics of quantity could be obtained. With fruit in its season, the above is the bill of fare to be found in the pueblos. Stoves are used in Sandia, Isleta, Laguna, and Acoma, but are ruttities in all other pueblos.

**THE TABLITA OR CORN DANCE.**

The question of physical condition is one less dependent upon diet than the mode of life which renders general development a result. No better test of a high grade of physique could be found than the prolonged and fatiguing dances, lasting for the greater part of a day, indulged in at all of the pueblos. I have witnessed three of these grand dances and several minor ones. At San Domingo, August 12, 1890, 200 dancers, male and female, participated, led by 2 choruses, each of 40 male voices. This display being regarded the finest to be seen among pueblos, with the exception of that at Zuñi, I confine my description to the dance as I saw it there, with occasional allusions to those of Santa Clara and Laguna.

The tablita or corn dance has for its purpose supplication for rain. Most of the choruses chanted by the attendant musicians are invocations to the clouds. The tablet worn by the women upon their heads is figured with the scalloped lines of cumulus clouds, and on either side and between them a bolt of lightning. In common with many of the old Indian rites among the Pueblos, this also has been utilized by the Catholic church and made to serve for the support of a church ritual. Early in the day mass is said in the church and a sermon preached. The body of the congregation at these services is usually composed of visiting Mexicans, the Indians maintaining an indifferent and fluctuating attendance. Throughout the village meanwhile active preparations are in progress for the dance. Feasting and bartering are at their height. Every door is open and food spread, and a welcome ready for any comer. The religious services being ended, unrestrained freedom is proclaimed by the irregular discharge of a dozen muzzle-loading army rifles, and immediately after the statues of the patron saint, a relic of early Spanish art, is hurried at quickest step, to the notes of a violin, from the temporary booth, which in San Domingo, serves in place of the church, to a shrine formed of green boughs and lined with blankets set up in a plaza. Here it is deposited amid another volley from the muzzle loaders, and the assembly disperses.

In the 2 great estabns of the village most active preparations have been in progress. A descent into one of these greenrooms was permitted me at Santa Clara. Ascending a ladder to the flat roof of the estaf, we approached the open skylight in the center, whence issued from below a chorus of voices accompanied by a drum. With uncovered head I followed my guide down the almost perpendicular rungs of a huge ladder, and stood upon the hard, clay floor of the Indian council chamber. The apartment is 40 feet square, unfurnished save by the adobe fireplace placed beneath the skylight and a few poles suspended from the rafters, upon which hung the garments of the dancers. In the cool tenement, dimly lighted, the athletes move to and fro, perfecting their ensemble with grave deliberation. Neither haste nor confusion is noted; conversation is indulged in sparingly and in low tones. Young lads are given assistance now and then, though this is never asked.

The naked body is first covered with a thin glaze of clay mud, rubbed smoothly over the body many times more than is necessary to effect an evenly laid ground. This massage lubrication being indulged to the full sensuous delight of the subject he finally stands forth red, yellow, or blue. These under colors are important as designating the line which one is to occupy in the dance; the superdecoration is largely a matter of fancy. From the knee to the instep may be repainted another color, but the body and arms are never touched save by hands of other, which are here admissible. The face from the outer corner of the eyes and over the cheek bones is dashed with vermillion.
Upon the body thus decorated the details of the scanty costume are applied. Small bunches of red, blue, and yellow feathers are tied to the forelock and fall like a bang over the eyes. The hair, glossy from its recent washing with soapweed, is freed from its queue bindings and falls at full length. Around each biceps is bound a bracelet of woven green worsted, 3 inches wide. The waist is covered with a light, white cloth, often a flour sack, the brand rendered available as decoration. Over this, falling from the hips, hangs a narrow woven pouch supporting long strings, each ending in a small ball and reaching to the ankle. From the buttock to the ground trails the skin and tail of a silver gray fox. Below the knees a band of goosehide is tied with goat and pig hoofs or tiny sleigh bells attached. The feet are mocassined, the heels fringed with wide tufts of deerhide. Necklaces of coral, turquoise, mother-of-pearl, and silver beads, and sprigs of cedar introduced in the belt and armlets complete the costume.

While the principal actors are thus being made up, the leader of the chorus, squatting upon the ground and surrounded by his 40 singers, is leading a final rehearsal. Again and again is the intonation criticised and the gestures practiced. The magic influence of deep-toned harmony makes rapid impress upon susceptible natures. In rapid gale the coal black eyes flash with lustrous fire, nostrils dilate, the gleam of handsome rows of teeth breaks out now and then with an expression of ecstasy which captures the entire figure, heads are swaying from side to side, and lips droop in the happy frenzy which has overtaken the group. But the master, like the typical leader of music the world round, is unmoved, displeased, desolate. To the singers, led by the rapid and changeless bass drum beat, the chants they are practicing seem to possess almost electrifying power.

Now come rain! Now come rain!
Fall upon the mountain; sink into the ground.
By and by the springs are made
Deep beneath the hills.
There they hide and thence they come,
Out into the light; down into the stream.

The arms are extended above the head, the fingers are given a flitting motion, and the hands slowly lowered. This is frequently repeated. A violent storm and slanting rain, the rush of a tornado and lightning flashes are occasionally indicated, but the gentle rain with its sweeping motion seems to be the favorite.

Another chorus is thus translated:

Look to the hills! Look to the hills!
The clouds are hanging there,
They will not come away;
But look, look again. In time they will come to us
And spread over all the pueblo.

Another chorus, which is the main one during the entire day, is as follows:

Look at us! Look at us!
Notice our endurance!
Watch our steps and line and grace,
Look at us! Look at us!

The women, who have been arraying themselves at their own homes, are now descending the broad ladder in groups of 2 and 3. The tablita, or headdress, worn by them is put on in the estua. It is a light board, 9 by 14 inches, set upright and cut at the bottom to fit the head. It is painted malachite green, and notched on either side like stairs toward an apex at the top. Little posts tufted with feathers are left on either side of the acute angle thus made. The center of the tablet is cut out in the shape of a short mallet and its surface decorated with figures of clouds on either side, lightning between these, and below the serpent, which is an object of worship throughout the pueblos. The young men assist in tying on these unwieldy appendages, for which much care is necessary to render it possible for them to be carried in an upright position. They are similar to Moqui or Zuñi manufacture. They then select for them sprigs of pine and cedar stems, a bunch for each hand. These attentions of husbands to wives and of the young lover to the idol of his affections form one of the most charming pictures to be seen among the Pueblos. This is the day for marriages, which are performed early in the morning at the church. These Indians always receive the rite of baptism, marriage, and burial from the Catholic church. At San Domingo 10 happy brides and grooms, all under 20 years, took part in the dance. The women mature early, are uniformly pretty, and are blessed with remarkable chest and waist development. Fatigue under physical effort is unknown to them.

I selected for my point of observation a broad, second story platform.

From the end of the main street the rapid approach of 6 figures, fantastically decked, is the announcement that the sights of the day have begun. These figures are buffoons, or, as the translation of the Indian word signifies, grandfathers, having all the punitive privileges of the patriarchal head of a family. Free lances they are, playing with the broad point of their practical jokes any victim from the ranks of the spectators. Even the governor is not exempt. Their mirth, however, is harmless, seldom pressed farther than the incarceration of some hapless innocent, led off amidst loud fulminations against his reputation, or the unbending of some absorbed onlooker whose superdignity renders him a target.
CLOWN DANCER.
Tablita (Tablet) or Corn Dance. Pueblo of San Domingo, New Mexico. August, 1890.
MALE DANCER.
Tablita (Tabi) or Core Dance. Pueblo of San Domingo, New Mexico. August, 1890.
The disguise of these clowns renders them unrecognizable. Months are expanded by broad lines of paint, imparting a grinning expression. Their eyes flash flames of vermillion. Straw and corn husks are crowded promiscuously through their hair, which, being arranged in a pompadour, forms a heavy mass on the head. This, together with the whole body, is "grayed" as a sign of age by a wash of ground gypsum. Over the arms and legs bands of light purple clay, followed by the horizontal lines of the body decoration, give a zebra appearance, which adds to the grotesqueness of the figure.

A large bustle of clothes is bestowed with turkey buzzard feathers and upheld by a girdle about the waist. A truss is added, with a string of pig toes hanging either from the belt or about the leg, provides the wearer with an accompaniment to his never ceasing activities. The tour by these 6 clowns, singing as they move in close line through the center of each street in the village, is watched with great interest by the spectators, who walk in crowds by their side or arrange themselves thickly along the houses, and so keep them in view until they disband. This disbanding is done like a flash, the 6 scattering in as many directions, disappearing through doors, up ladders, down skylights, to reappear behind fleeing women and screaming infants. But in contrast with such reckless confusion is the measured advance of 2 solid lines of figures slowly pouring out of the center of the estufa, like an army of ants avoisioned from their estufal. No shout awakens their coming, though the bearer of the lofty pole, crowned with sacred eagle plumes and hung with flying regalia, lowers it now and again to the awaiting crowds. Awe and reverence are expressed in the contemplation of the scene. Crowded about their leader the chorus attends the head of the column, and when the end of the long line has cleared the estufa the drummer, covering with his eye the completed display, commences with a sudden staccato rap from his single stick a quickstep beat, which does not cease for the rest of the day. At this signal every left foot in the procession is instantly raised and every right arm extended, to fall again as instantly. The feet are planted squarely on the ground, heel and toe striking together, and, lifted as they are on a broad fringe of deerskin, the action calls to mind the stamping of a heavy horse with shaggy fetlocks. Dry gourds, containing parched corn, are carried by the men in the right hand, so that every extended motion with that arm is accompanied by a rattle. The women follow implicitly the lead of the men, and besides this, their only occupation is to hasten in swaying motion from side to side with the spires of pinon. While the men elevate their feet from 6 to 8 inches, the women barely raise theirs from the ground, but proceed with a shuffling movement. This rapid treadmill exercise has continued for 5 minutes, and hardly as many feet of ground have been covered from the spot where the dance commenced. The impression of what first was fascinating by its great precision is getting monotonous, when suddenly the drumhead is struck close to the edge, a slightly higher tone is produced, and the dancers dwell for an instant on one foot and then proceed. The relief to both spectator and participant thus introduced is of wonderful effect. It is, in fact, the salvation of the dance. The chorus is meanwhile led by a high falsetto voice in a monotone of weird incantations. Each member crowds toward the center, stamping hard as he does so, and giving tongue with all the fervor of a pack of hounds in sight of the quarry. The neck veins have become whitewashed, eyes are strained and protruding, and above heads stretch hands and arms tossed in loose and sweeping gestures.

At the end of 40 minutes the front of the second column of 96 dancers, led by a chorus of 40 voices, makes its slow approach from the other estufa. As the standard bearers meet the staves are lowered, and when the 2 columns are parallel the drum of the second gives the signal for its singers and dancers to commence. The first chorus thereupon stops, its columns of dancers retreating slowly to the music of the second. It returns to the shelter of its own estufa, to reappear from a side alley near the dancing ground after an interval of 40 minutes. Upon each return new figures are introduced in the dance, some very intricate and decorative, calling to mind parts of the Virginia reel and the lancers.

As the day wears on the throngs of spectators in the plaza are thinned by attractions outside the village. A favored gambling game is played with stones representing horses of a corral with as many gates as players, into which the horses are taken according to the throw made with sticks serving for dice. The great event of the day, and second in importance to the dance itself, is the chicken race. A cock is buried in the sand, with his head and neck protruding. At this the horsemen ride at full gallop from a distance of 75 yards, striving to lay hold of the agilo prize as they pass. When the cock is unearthed, the whole cavalcade starts in pursuit of the hero and his screaming victim, who when captured must pass the prize to the one outriding him. Thus the race continues until miles of country have been covered, usually in a circuit and in sight of the spectators, and until nothing remains of the disembodied fowl.

It is now late in the afternoon. The sun has burned its slow course almost to the dim, blue limit of the distant hills. The dance has continued since 10:30, but the last hour was entered upon with greater courage and gusto than the first. Countless lines of perspiration, marking their way from shoulder to ankle, have effaced most of the decorations of the body. The dust arising from the trampled arena has sifted into every crevice of the adornments of the morning, but though the splendor of the ritual has departed, none of its exacting requirements are neglected. The dancers are still oblivious of all surroundings. Backs are rigid, gestures are calm, eyes closed, and the heavy hair of men and women, blown by the ever freshening currents from the south, rises and falls to the movement of their bodies in instant time with the resolute tones of the chorus.
FIGURES.

The following report was furnished by Mr. Frederick P. Müller, of Taos, New Mexico, February 26, 1891:

I have just returned from the pueblo of Picuris. On the journey I and my horse came near freezing. The snow on the mountains and on the trail is 4.5 feet deep. No human being has passed through there this winter. The Indian land under cultivation at Picuris amounts to 555 acres. Out of this every family owns an average of about 15 acres. The sanitary condition can not be called good, as the statistics of the pueblo show that they are every year decreasing. They have never had any school at the pueblo, nor do they send their children to school unless they are compelled to do so by the government. The main occupations of these Indians are farming in the summer and deer hunting in the winter. The pueblo is situated at the foot of the Picuris mountain, about a mile west of the little town of Penasco, whence they get all their groceries and provisions from the sale of their grain.

The amount of land that could be cultivated by the Indians is 2,055 acres. They can also get a sufficient supply of water to irrigate all this land, but, not being at all industrious, they are satisfied with cultivating only the acreage necessary to produce grain or crops to sustain them; besides, they have not the tools or machinery necessary for cultivating more. The average of grain raised is about 30 bushels to the acre.

The Picuris people are about the same in all respects as those of Taos, only they are poorer in worldly goods. They greatly resemble the Taosans in form, features, habits, and customs. Deaths much exceed the births. The pueblo is small and poorly built of adobe, and not at all clean. While good and patient, these people have but little thrift.

The Picuris land grant was 17,461 acres.

PUEBLOS OF LAGUNA, ACOMA, AND ZUNI.

BY JULIAN SCOTT, SPECIAL AGENT.

The following report was prepared during September and October, 1890, and August and September, 1891:

LAGUNA.

The night of October 17, 1890, found me a lodger in the railroad station at Laguna.

The day after my arrival I went to the pueblo, which is but a few minutes' walk west of the station, and was introduced to the principal men of Laguna, who, learning the nature of my visit, received me with every expression of respect. The town is built upon a sandstone ledge, the northern base of which is washed by the San Jose. The streets are narrow and winding, and in some places very steep, requiring stone steps. The houses are constructed of stone and adobe, the walls projecting above their flat roofs from 12 to 15 inches. They are kept neat inside and out, and there is a general air of cleanliness throughout the pueblo, no doubt greatly owing to the natural drainage of the sloping sides of its rock foundation. Except the large court where the dances are held, but few of the buildings are more than 1 story high; about the court they are 2, and sometimes 3. The town, conforming to the irregular surface on which it is built, presents a pleasing picture from nearly every point of view outside its walls. The Catholic mission, erected in the earlier days of the Spanish rule, occupies the apex, commanding views of a large part of the town far up and down the valley and far to the south beyond the sand hills, where are the mesas She-nats-sun and Tim-me-nash. Near the mission, in front and a little below, is the schoolhouse, the walls of which resemble the battlements of a medieval castle. This old pueblo furnishes the quaintest and dullest of street scenes. There were children in scanty clothing playing with good natured, gamut looking mongrel dogs and riding young burros, regardless of the dirt and flies with which their canine companions were covered, and heedless of the uncertain hind legs the otherwise patient and stupid asses possessed; the women glide (almost sit) about attending to their various duties, some bringing ollas of water polished upon their heads from the spring a mile away, and others occupied at the dome shaped ovens, from which they draw forth large, rich looking loaves of bread; groups of old gossips, men and women, whose usefulness was limited to the caring for their very young grandchildren, who contentedly rested upon the backs of their gray haired elders, securely held there in the folds of variously colored blankets; men going to the fields and coming in with loads of bright corn and dark melons, carried in brightly painted modern wagons drawn by scrubby horses, and in primitive carts pulled along behind sleepy oxen with yokes attached to their horns. Hens and chickens were scratching everywhere for stray kernels of corn, sometimes stealing upon the tempting piles of ears, husked and unhusked, that lay about the yards and honeystops, only to be driven off by the watchful maidens engaged in husking and storing away. The people of Laguna, as to customs, habits, dances, and ceremonies, are similar to the other New Mexico Pueblos. (a)

(a) Of the dances at the pueblo of Laguna in 1894, Hn. Lamont, in "A Tramp Across the Continent", 1892, pages 104-105, writes:

"Laguna is the most picturesque of the pueblos that are easily accessible, and on the railroad line at the very base of the great dome of rock upon which the quaint terraced houses are built, there is no difficulty in reaching it. On the summit of the rock is the plaza, or large public square, surrounded on all sides by the tall houses and entered only by 3 narrow alleys. We hastened up the sloping hill by one of the strange footpaths, which the patient feet of 5 centuries"
A WOMAN AND CHILD, Pueblo of Laguna, New Mexico.
THE PUEBLO OF LAGUNA, NEW MEXICO, FROM THE BANKS OF THE SAN JOSE, 1890.
From the town we walked to the spring, a little more than a mile away. Following the path along and around the foot of a high hill of lava and volcanic rock, beneath which crops out a sandstone ledge, we came to the fountain, which I was told had never failed in its supply during the most severe droughts, and it had always been the favorite watering place of the young. The pretty group we found there did not regard our presence as intrusive in the least. Down the smooth sides of the sand rock are deep grooves worn by the children, who use it on pleasant days for the innocent pastime of sliding. We climbed up over this spot to the lava and volcanic rock to the top of the hill. From the summit I was shown the ancient shores and now fertile bed of the lake that was once there, and from which the pueblo takes its name, Laguna. One morning I rode to the mesa She-net-see. It is nearly 3 miles south, between a billowy sea of sand hills and the mesa Tim-me-yah. It was accessible only on the east side. Leaving our horses, we walked up the rather narrow and difficult path, and spent a great part of the forenoon examining and poking about in its ancient ruins. They cover an area of about 10 acres, the entire surface of the mesa. My companion found a copper bracelet, which he gave me, and I was further fortunate in finding a stone ax of considerable size and weight and many pretty pieces of broken pottery. The place was undoubtedly selected as an abode on account of its position and natural defensive strength. This country for many miles about can be seen from any part of the silent mesa. In the days when it was peopled, and the lookout sat in the old watchtower, the marauding Indians of the plains could not approach without being discovered in time to signal the herders to come in with their flocks and the husbandmen to leave the fields. That part of the plain north to the San Jose river was used in those early days for agricultural purposes; the canals and ditches, dug and graded for irrigation, are mostly buried under the sand hills. The sand hills are literally moving from the southwest to the northeast, the changes being noticeable after the high winds that prevail at different times of the year. Remains of the old canals and ditches are constantly coming to light, which must have been buried during centuries. To the south and west the plain gradually rises up to the Tinh and Coyote mesas; on the south, looking far over Laguna, are the beautiful peaks of the San Mateo mountains, which rise over 11,000 feet above the sea, and away to the northeast down the San Jose valley stand the glistening walls of the mesas of the Canyon Cajo, all affording pleasing views. We descended to our horses, mounted, and reached home just in time to escape a severe sand storm, which began about noon and continued for 2 days.

Several small villages belonging to the Laguna government are: Mesita Negra, about 5 miles east; Pugua, 10 miles north; Encinal, 9 miles northwest; Paraje, 6 miles a little north of west; Santa Ana, 4 miles west; Casa Blanco, 6 miles west, and Secona, 8 miles west. The people of these smaller towns, aside from the corn they cultivate, raise abundance of fruit, such as grapes, peaches, plums, and melons. I was told that a great deal of bad feeling existed between Laguna and Acena on account of a storage reservoir which they had built together for mutual benefit.

Acena is but 16 miles from Laguna, and the road by way of Casa Blanco is very good, from which point it leads up a gentle ascent to the upper valley or plain. Reaching the top the first object of interest that attracts the eye is the mesa Encantado, standing in the middle of the plain, its perpendicular walls of red sandstone rising 1,000 feet. Our way lay to the right of this enchanted table rock and through a considerable growth of stunted timber, pine and cedar, beyond which, to the right and left, the mountains rise to great heights and take every form imaginable; gothic spires, towers, domes, and eastern mosques are distributed, one after another, in grand

havens worn 3 inches deep in the solid rock, and entered the plain. It was a remarkable sight. The housewaps were brilliant with a gaudy apparel speckled with red of Indian appearance, with breasts, and the strange scenes at their feet. Up and down the smooth floor of great rock the 30 dancers were leaping, wading, in perfect rhythm to the wild chant of the dancers and to the tom-pam of a huge drum. Their faces were widely bearded with vermillion, and upon their heads were braid bundles of eagle feathers. Some carried bows and arrows, some elaborate tomahawks (though this was never a characteristic weapon of the Pueblo Indians), some dance and shields, and a few revolvers and Winchester rifles. They were stripped to the waist and were curious slits of buckskin reaching to the knees, pendent silver belts, of which some dancers had 2 or 3, and enclose, between, long braided and rings, silver, turquoise, and corn necklaces and earrings, and sometimes beautifully beaded buckskin leggings. The captives on both had a massive necklace of the terrible class of the gritty breast. He was a very Apollo in bronze, fully 6 feet 3 inches tall, and upright as an arrow. His long, raven hair was done up in a curious way on the top of his head and stock full of feathers. His leggings were the most elaborate I ever saw; one solid mass behind of magnificent beadwork. He wore his head a long, steel pointed braclet, decorated with many gay colored ribbons, and he used this much after the fashion of a dance weapon.

When we first arrived upon the scene, and for half an hour thereafter, the dancers were arranged in a rectangle, standing 12 abreast and a deep, jumping up and down in a sort of pantomimic clapping, keeping time and convergedly chanting to the music of 2 small flutes. The woods were not particularly thrilling, consisting chiefly. It seemed to me an out-of-date, of "Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho!," but the chant was a genuine melody, though different in all ways from any song you will hear elsewhere. Then the leader gave a yell like a dog and swam off, while the whole choir following in single file, leaping high into the air and coming down first on one foot and then on the other, one knee stiff and the other bent, and still singing at the top of their lungs. No matter how high they jumped, they all came down in unison with each other and with the top of the noise drums. No dog dancer could keep more perfect time or make them do these queer leaping. The evolutions of their dance must be too intricate for description, and would completely bewilder a fashionable leader of the German. They wound around in snake-like figures, now and then falling into strange but regular groups, never getting confused, never missing a step of their laborious leaping. And such endurance of heat and sun. They leaped up high and shouted all day and all night. During the whole of their tremendous these anonymous the chorus kept up. Their choirs were by a notes of wild whooping, regular intervals. All the noise, too, while their legs were running, and their lungs were not less. They kept breathing all along various weapons in a significant style, that "who would stand tall grass if there was this going on. And as for attractive airiness, no American ever had such a one as that which watched the Christmas dance at Laguna. These Ojivas, women, and children all stood looking on in dazed astonishment, never moving a muscle nor uttering a sound. Only once did they relax their gravity, and that was at our coming.

My unrecorded appearance, as I climbed up a loose and sat down on the rock, was too much for them, as well it might be. The men, with its sandstone ledges; 500 acres of excellent hayfields; the Only thing I was able to manage was my last shadlock and finally to stopping room was blacked, rolled, and not, but not lost, the stuffy croquet over my shoulders, looking natural as we made up a picture I feel sure they never saw before, and probably never will see again. They must have thought me Pos-pu-kic-wa, the wild man of the plains. A part of the children crawled around me, and when I caught the coyness by the neck and shook it, at the same time groaning out at me angrily, they jumped away, and the whole assembly was converted with laughter. For hours we watched the dance, with unexpected, until the stifling sun warmed us to be moving, and we reluctantly turned our faces westward.
Among the most curious to me were Roca Ventana and Olla (pronounced Ole-yah). All have Spanish names, which the natives use in designating them.

ACOMA.

Reaching the open plaza, we came within view of the rock of Acoma, and were in a little while watering our horses at the reservoir over which the 2 pueblos are quarreling. The water was very low and there were evidences of recent neglect. The rock of Acoma bears the pueblo of that name. It seems unreasonable that such a site should have been selected by its founders for a habitation except for protection against the more warlike tribes that infested the great plains, roaming at will, preying upon their herds, and later their herds. The distance to wood and water, the enormous daily labor required to provide for the necessities of life, could not have been endured through all the centuries the Indians have lived there but for the absolute security the natural fortress gave them. Its walls of sandstone rise 200 feet out of the plain and are studded with deep recesses and grotesques that look more and more gloomy and forbidding as they are approached. Arriving at the southwest side of the rock, we left our team in the shadow of one of the towering monoliths that have been separated by erosion from the parent mesa and took a short cut along the ridge of an immense sand hill, the upper end of which banks against the rock about halfway up. Originally there was one path that led to the top, the larger one of two now used; the other has been made practicable by the sand drift which has formed in recent years. The climb from where the sand steps is steep and difficult, and in some places steps have been cut out of the solid rock. (a)

The pueblo of Acoma consists of several long rows of 3-storied buildings, all facing the south, built of flat stone and rubble. The upper stories are used for dwellings, the lower for storage. From the sides they present the appearance of 3 giant steps, the lowest reached by a forest of ladders. There are narrow partition stone stairs that lead to the upper stories. These landings are the private front yards and balconies. In one of the upper dwellings we got dinner. We sat on the floor. The first course was watermelon, then came a kind of mutton stew, with vegetables, mostly chili, and piping hot, served in large bowls, and a kind of hard Graham bread, served in one of the curious Apache willow baskets. The coffee, made of parched pease, over which boiling water was poured and allowed to stand, was very pleasant. North of the town is a great natural reservoir, where the people obtain the water ordinarily used. That part of the mesa is slightly lower than the town and receives the run-off of a considerable area, through which sources and melting snow the reservoir is supplied. Their drinking

(a) Mr. G. F. Lewis, in "Some Strange Customs of One Country", 1892, page 400, thus writes of the pueblo of Acoma:

"Of all the pueblos of New Mexico, Acoma is by far the most wonderful. Indeed, it is probably the most remarkable city in the world. Perched upon the colossal summit of a great `rock' of sandstone, whose perpendicular sides are nearly 400 feet high, and reached by some of the steepest paths over broken by human feet, the prehistoric town looks for across the wilderness. Its quaint terraced homes of gray adobe, its huge church (hardly less wonderful than the pyramid of Egypt as a monument of patient toil), its great reservoir in the solid rock, its superb scenery, the romance history, and the strange customs of its 600 people, all are vital with interest to the few travelers who have visited the isolated city. Nether history or tradition tells us when Acoma was founded. This pueblo was once situated on top of the mesa. Eventually (unknown table land), which rises 700 feet in line near the town now occupied. Over hundreds years ago or so, a frightful storm swept away the enormous leading rock which a servant, who was away at the time, had to build a new city. The present Acoma was on old town when the first European, Coronado, the famous Spanish explorer, saw it in 1540. With that authentic history begins, a strange, weird history, in which we are given to understand that no one can really tell of the course of the Spanish conquest and the somber events of the heroic period. Coloma is the nearest station to the most wonderful aboriginal city on earth, 150 miles north, 700 miles south, - a valley of growing beauty, we come to the houses of these strange sky dwellers, a bates of rock. That was out in area.

In "A Trump Across the South West", 1892, pages 259-260, Mr. Lewis says:

"It was the advantage of Mr. J. B. Hovey, who had been in Acoma, to comfort and ease his hour of life. The native man of 600, who rides his plunging bronzes today as the best of them, and who in the famous name has become a valued friend. With him that day was his braveances warina, Thomas. I thought if there was ever a remember man than Halstony's, and certainly it is that there never was a face nearer the wind's face. A green, green head, lined with strength rather than beauty; great, rugged features, you suddenly moulded with an eye like a lion's, nose and forehead full of character, and a jaw which was sensitive but not brutal, calm but inexcusable is all. I have never seen a finer face — for a man whose trade is war, that is. Of course, it would hardly fit a professor's shoulders. But it will always stand out in my memory, with but 2 or 3 others, the most remarkable types I have ever encountered. One of the council men was a man named Jose Miguel Garcia, since gone to sleep in the intermediate Jumbele of the Maya, and whom we had not known. The man was probably not to be seen again in a lifetime. An old canoe came to calling 5 months later. She was 100 years old, toothless (for a woman, for Acoma teeth are long lived), snow-haired, and hazy, but not half. She and the infant were the extremes of 6 generations, for it was her great-great-great-grandchild that dangled in her arms. I saw the grandmother, great-grandmother, and great-great-grandfather of the old woman, the mother being absent at Acoma. Her own women? Think of her bearing for 6 generations of rabbits, raspots, colts, and chokers!"

"There was a wonderful face that day, too, between half a dozen young men of Acoma and an equal number from Laguna. There were several hundred dollars' worth of ponies and blankets upon the race, and much loud talking accompanied the preliminaries. Then the runners and the Judges went down to the plaza and the names of the horses were called out in the oil of the edge of the cliff. At the signal the 20 licolos, then faced athletes started off like deer. Their running costumes consisted of the dark blue mantas, or breast cloth, with their money for the prize of a stick about the size of a lost peacoc, and as they ran they had to kick this stick in front of them, never touching it with the fingers. The course was around a wide circuit, which included the mesa of Acoma and several other big hills. I was told afterward that the distance was a good 15 miles. The Acoma boys, who won the race, did it in 2 hours and 31 minutes, which would be good running, even without the stick kicking arrangement."
water is obtained from springs far away from the rock, though I was told many of the families used that of the reservoir, which must be very unhealthy. On the southern side of the pueblo, commanding an extended view of the country below and beyond, stands the old Spanish mission, facing the east. It is built of adobe and is wasting away.

The walled yard in front of the church has been the burial place since the edifice was raised, and many thousand bodies are said to be interred there. The natives in earlier times invariably buried pottery, ornaments of silver and beads of shell and turquoise, and other kinds with their dead. The church was locked, but we found a door within an annexed building, which admitted us to the gallery. The hour was getting late, and the diminishing light would not permit of our seeing distinctly the altar and decorations at the other end of the long auditorium. We met a young, intelligent looking Indian as we left the churchyard, who, speaking in good English, asked to talk with us. He said he was educated at Carlisle and had returned to Acoma, his former home, to live, but had taken up a temporary abode at the small station 14 miles north on the railroad, called McCarty. He desired to live and dress as white people did. He had long been convinced that education was the only salvation of his people, and sadly regretted that a large majority were opposing the efforts to enlighten them. He said that his brother and he owned a herd of sheep and goats; that his brother believed in the new road, but would remain at home and look after their joint interests while he went out into the world to further improve himself; that it was his intention to take his young wife to Albuquerque and put her in the government school there; that he would find work at his trade, shoewing, and devote his leisure time to mathematics. He hoped his people would open their eyes to the new condition and throw off their old ways. At this moment a pretty little Indian woman rode up astride a burro with gay trappings. He told us she was his wife, which she understood, and gave in acknowledgment a graceful nod of the head and one of the sweetest of smiles.

Continuing, he said, "If you can say a good word for us do so, please; we ask no other assistance, for we both are young and can look after ourselves." Shaking hands, he jumped on the burro behind his wife, and they soon disappeared down the trail. We descended by the old trail and met numerous herds of horses, burros, sheep, and goats coming up, followed by their attendants, who made the road walls ring with occasional song and merry laughter.

Mr. Robert Man, who enumerated the Zunis for the Eleventh Census, gave me a paper containing some complaints and requests which the Zunis desired he should make known to the proper authorities in Washington, which I afterward gave to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs while journeying from Fort Wingate to Koons Canyon.

ZUNI.

Zuni lies in a great plain, or valley, through which the Zuni river flows.

On account of the severe storm that had prevailed for a number of days the streets of the town were in a horrible condition, and looked as if they were never cleaned. They are now higher than the ground floors of the houses, though they were evidently once on the same level. Some of the terraced buildings are 5 stories high, reached by clumsy ladders and narrow partition steps of adobe or stone. All those visited were very clean inside, but as a general rule obnoxious and sadly lacking in comforts. In a corner is always to be found a large and prettily decorated olla, filled with water, and a gourd by its side for a dipper. The people use bowls of their own make about the size of a washbowl to mix their bread in. Only the inside of these bowls is decorated. Among other bits of their pottery the canteen, or small water jug, is very pretty, and they bestow great pains on its ornamentation. To its ears they tie gaudy looking saucers of different colors and design, made broad so as to enable them to more easily carry the burden of precious water when on a long journey. Almost every family possesses willow baskets, some of which come from the Moqui country, some from the far Cajonings, and others from the Apaches. These baskets are made in the fashion of a shallow bowl, or more like a saucer, except those from the second Moqui mass, which are the large oval, and almost flat. The Cajoningo basket is so perfectly braided that it will hold water, but is seldom used for any other purpose than holding meal, corn, or bread. I saw great quantities of dried peaches wherever I went. When stewed they are quite delicious.

The Zuni people pay little attention to the great fertile valley or plain in which they live. It could all be put under cultivation and exceed in products a hundredfold more than their requirements, but they pass out of the plain and plant their fields in the little side valley, where they have even set out their peach orchards. I asked the reason for this, and learned it was a "policy" adopted by their wise men; that the plain in greater part was once under cultivation, but when the white men began to come they made a change. The plain was naturally very rich and productive wherever irrigated, but to keep the white men off they took possession of the little valleys and watering places on its border, by doing which their great valley and home are the better protected, and the change only requires a little extra labor.

The old Catholic church is in a dangerous condition; its walls are giving way, and it is no longer used for religious services. The buildings of the Presbyterian mission are very good, except the roofs.

The people engage in eagle farming. It is in this way that they obtain so many eagle feathers for their own use and trade among other tribes.
The principal complaints they make are against the Navajos, who steal their cattle, sheep, goats, asses, and horses. The people of this pueblo, in common with the people of Acoma and Laguna, want an agent to live near them.

The pueblo embraces in its government 3 other towns, Nutrias, Pescado, and Caliente. They are all within the Indian reservation, and distant from Zuñi proper from 8 to 15 miles.

The civil government consists of a governor, who is appointed by the caciques, or heads of the different orders, or gentes. This governor holds office from 1 to 5 years, at the option or pleasure of the caciques.

The governor appoints an assistant, or lieutenant governor, but the person selected to fill the position is suggested by the caciques. The lieutenant governor acts in the absence of the governor. The governor, too, appoints 6 deputies, whose duties are to see that all the governor's orders are obeyed. This constitutes the machinery of their so-called civil government. Back of this power there is a greater one, the council of the caciques, headed by the chief of the bow, who hold secret meetings and settle all questions within their body that pertain to the management of public affairs. In all there are some 8 caciques, 1 or 2 of whom are reported to be women.

There are 17 orders, or gentes, in this pueblo, according to the Indian trader.

There are about 263 houses in the pueblo, including those which have recently been built on the outskirts of the old town. There are a few small courts, or squares, through the town, where dances are held at the call of the caciques, and where children, dogs, and burros gather to play and rest on the shady sides during the daytime. The rows of houses connected as they are, encircling the courts and spanning the covered ways that lead from street to street or court to court, might properly be called one vast communal dwelling or banchie. They are built in terraces from 2 to 5 stories high, their walls being of stone, rubble, clay, and adobe bricks. The lower and upper stories are principally, though not wholly, used for living apartments. The aged and very old are relegated to the ground floors. The dwellings, as a rule, inside and out, are very tidy; the walls are whitewashed with a preparation of their own invention, consisting of burnt gypsum, ground to powder, making plaster of Paris, and mixed with water and a little flour. The mixture is put on with the aid of strings of wool, not twisted, but matted together like a mop. The women do this work and are the housebuilders.

The appointments of a Zuñi dwelling are simple. There is in the corner of the main room a fireplace, where the cooking is done. The adobe or stone bench built along the side of the room is covered with a sheepskin or blanket, laid to make the seats more comfortable.

The beds consist of sheepskin and blankets, generally of Navajo make, which are rolled up during the day and spread out at night, and more than one family will occupy a room at a time.

Ollas, or water jars, constitute the larger vessels they use, while earthen trays, bowls, and dippers are employed for mixing dough, and dishes peculiar to them. They generally eat out of a large bowl of clay in common; whether it be a stew or boiled meat it makes no difference. Some of the families use all the modern household appliances.

Few of them possess chairs or tables; boxes, however, which they get from traders, supply the places of these articles; but as a rule they sit on their heels or on an old blanket folded into a wad or on the conventional bench of stone covered with clay and gypsum whitewash. The rooms are all lighted by small windows. Some buildings, the more modern, have the factory sash and 6 by 4 glass, but the old dwellings still have the quaint gypsum plates in every conceivable irregularity, which are placed so as to light the bins where they grind their corn upon inclined slabs of stone (metate), using long and quite heavy pieces for the purpose. These bins about complete the list of household furniture, and they are the first of their necessities.

Bowls and arrows are seen sometimes hanging on the walls, and very often a good repeating rifle. Occasionally the old mortar and tetherstone and the stone hammer and ax, also the stone dart and spearhead, can be found among the very old people; but these relics of the past are fast disappearing. Men belonging to the different orders carry little stone fetishes when hunting to bring good luck. These are now very scarce, and an Indian owning one will part with most anything else before letting it go.

The Indians cultivate the fields that border the great basin in which they live, also the side canyons and little valleys through which streams run and where irrigation is made easy. It is a very primitive agriculture. The whole of the valley could be made productive, but it mostly lies fallow by reason of the policy of the caciques to let it alone and duly keep under cultivation the fields where they are now located, and so keep off the white man. Their principal agricultural products are corn, wheat, oats, beans, chili, onions, pumpkins, and melons of all kinds. They also have numerous peach orchards, which are situated in the sand hills and along the little washes that skirt and come into the valley. On the east, south, and west sides of the pueblo are numerous walled gardens, as many as 200. Some of these gardens are in terraces rising up from the river bank toward the top of the mound on which the older part of the pueblo stands. The women plant and wholly care for these gardens.

The manner of life of these Indians can be taken as a type of the methods of the other 18 pueblos of New Mexico. During the dry season they patiently toil, keeping their fields well watered from the river, from which the women carry the water in ollas on their heads. The men weave blankets and sashes similar to those made by the Moquis, and they make a simple kind of willow basket, but not so fine as those of the Moquis, the
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Apaches, or the Navajos. Most of the families possess one or more specimens of these finer baskets, which they have obtained in trade. The dress or toilet of the women is similar in all respects to that of the Moquis, except the cart wheel hairpins worn by the young women. Their places for holding religious ceremonies differ from those of the Moquis (in adobe). The places of worship, instead of being built underground or excavated out of the solid sandstone, are large rooms, established in such parts of the pueblos as will best conduce to secrecy. Some of their religious ceremonies evince the nature of phallic worship. They do not have the snake dance, which seems to be confined to the Moquis.

The Presbyterian school is doing well.

While the people in habits and customs are generally similar to the other Pueblos, they are very tenacious in holding to their ancient faith, and, while manifesting the same desire for educational aid and agricultural implements, they wish to hold to their old religion and desire to worship after the manner of their fathers, adopting only such parts of the white man's ways as will be of practical use to them. The Zuñis, in common with all other Indians, are very superstitious, and regard with great fear a supposed witch. It is the common belief that a person charged with witchcraft brought before the caciques for trial, if found guilty is promptly executed in an extremely cruel manner. It is also believed that a persistent thief is regarded as beast of the devil and his fate is much the same as that of the witch. Stories are told of the execution of an old woman in 1890 who was charged with bringing a plague of grasshoppers into the valley, and of the killing of her son. The place of execution is said to be a little, low adobe annex to the old Catholic church on its southwest corner. It would seem as if the government ought to investigate these reports.

Indians are living in neighboring pueblos in exile, according to common report, having been charged with witchcraft. There are certain white men who are reported to have seen executions such as indicated above. It is also a matter of report that these Indians pursued and shot down two Mexicans, well known for their sobriety and industry, on account of some possible connection with the stealing of horses supposed to have been stolen by Mexicans or white men.

The force and power of the United States should be made clear in a proper and dignified way. No one outside knows what they do within the pueblos of New Mexico in the matter of administering their laws, and it is important that the United States government should understand it.

My observation in the 3 pueblos of Laguna, Acoma, and Zuñi is, that the so-called control of these people by the United States government makes them expectant, and they hurry to Santa Fe to the United States Indian agent on small matters. Their civilization from an Anglo-Saxon standpoint is nominal, still they are more provident than their New Mexican neighbors. These people should at once be dropped by the nation and required to assume the duties of citizenship, to which they are legally entitled.

The Indians of Laguna, Acoma, and Zuñi have many intensely interesting traditions. Their religious beliefs are founded upon a theology of their own, which while it is unlike the Christian in most respects it greatly resembles it on the moral side; their superstitions are endless.

The Indians of Acoma and Laguna speak the same language as those of the pueblos of Zuñi, San Domingo, Cochiti, Santa Ana, San Felipe, Taos, and Isleta, in New Mexico, and Tecol, on the first Moqui mesa, in Arizona. They live by agriculture and stock raising; besides, they manufacture a large amount of pottery, which they sell to tourists and in the large towns accessible to them and along the Atlantic and Pacific railroad.

Their stock consists of horses, cattle, burros, sheep, and goats. They raise corn in their fields. Wheat was once one of their chief products, but it is not now. It is not so reliable as corn, and they are able to purchase flour of the traders as cheap as they can produce it. Their garden stuffs are chili, onions, melons, pumpkins, beans, and fruit, such as apples, peaches, and grapes. Their meat supply is from sheep, goats, and cattle.

I found it very difficult to get at any figures respecting the number of acres these pueblos have under cultivation or the amount of corn or wheat they raise; neither could I find any way to ascertain the size of their herds, scattered as they were on the mesa and through the canyons for grazing. It is very difficult to get information from these Indians, and particularly so if they even suspect you of being a government agent.

I asked a Laguna man how many horses he had; he answered by holding up both of his hands, meaning 10; then, on inquiry of another what the number of his horses was, he gave me the same reply. I found out that the men were part owners in the same 10 horses. There were others in this partnership, all belonging to the same family.

The fields are scattered through the San Jose and Acoma valleys and along the little streams and washes in side canyons where water can be stored and irrigation is practicable. Where there is a spring, however small, there too is a garden, large or otherwise, according to the water supply.

The seasons for crops are very irregular; but the people try to raise as much corn over their annual consumption as possible, to guard against a future small crop or a famine; so in a good year they will have for storage and to barter double the amount they will consume, and perhaps more. From all I could learn after a good deal of "talk" and much smoking of cigarettes and old pipes and many inquiries I have made the estimate of the number of acres of corn they cultivate.
Acoma has a population of 530 souls. Allowing for consumption, waste, barter, and storage (surplus) 1 pound a day per capita, a total of 3,689 bushels a year, and 12 bushels per acre of yield on the average, 308 acres may be given as under cultivation at Acoma: consumption, including waste, etc., 1,475; stored for contingency, 1,475; for barter, about 739; making a total of 3,689 bushels.

Enough vegetables and melons are raised for both consumption and trade.

Laguna is situated 16 miles northeast of Acoma and is directly on the Atlantic and Pacific railroad. The people are similar in every essential to those of Acoma, and speak the same tongue. I was told by one of their old governors, Santa Fe, that Laguna was originally settled by a colony consisting of disaffected members of all the pueblos, whose languages they still speak.

The soil in the San Jose valley, in which Laguna stands, is similar to that of the valley of Acoma, and the advantages for irrigating, although much better, are not improved, owing to a lack of engineering skill. The average yield of corn and estimates of consumption are about the same as for Laguna.

Laguna has a population of 1,143. Consumption of corn, as noted per capita, for the year is within a fraction of 7,450 bushels, and allowing 12 bushels yield per acre, 621 acres may be given as under cultivation. They may produce more corn to the acre, but such cornfields as I saw were not promising.

Consumption, including waste, 2,080; storage for contingency, 2,080; for barter, about 1,490; making a total of 7,450 bushels.

Vegetables and melons are raised for consumption, trade, and storage.

The people of Laguna, Acoma, and Zuñi want the government to give them a police force sufficient to protect their interests against the bands of horse thieves and to keep in submission some of their own unruly ones.

So far as I was able to observe, the people of the 3 large pueblos, Laguna, Acoma, and Zuñi, resemble each other in all particulars. The people of Laguna are in some respects more advanced than the other Indians in the direction of household comforts, many of the families there having in use modern beds, chairs, and tables, but all of them, including the other Pueblos, have taken up with the modern tin coffeepot, teacups and saucers, plates, knives, forks, and spoons, and are adopting modern ways of cooking.

While nearly all the men have adopted in part the dress of the white race, principally the waistcoat, the women cling to the old blanket dress, clumsy, deerskin leggings and moccasins, and small tunics of some one color; a few wear calico waists. Except in the manner the young women have of putting up their hair, the costumes of both men and women are the same as described in my report on the Moquis.

That the Indians of the 3 pueblos are improving from year to year is certain, but the evolution from their former state to a higher condition is slow. They are jealous of their religious beliefs, and suspect that the interest taken in their welfare is only to force upon them the dogmas of a new faith.

The testimony of whites and progressive Indians was that the death rate was decreasing:

The lands of these Indians are secured to them by United States patents of date 1863, or reserved, and they have an agent, who resides at Santa Fe. While nominally under control of the United States they are self-supporting in all these pueblos. The people manufacture pottery, blankets, jewelry, and clothing, in addition to engaging in general agriculture. I found that the census of Laguna, Acoma, and Zuñi had been most satisfactorily taken by the United States enumerators.

Colonel Walter G. Marmen, of Laguna, requested me to add to my report the following respecting Indian schools and issue of fruit trees for the Pueblo Indians:

Let there be a compulsory school law passed by Congress complete in itself, giving full power to collect from each tribe such children as are wanted for the schools; the government Indian boarding schools in the states and territories where the tribes are located to be primary and industrial schools, the term to be 5 years. At the end of the 5-year term let all pupils who have shown ability be sent to a higher grade of schools away from their people, such as Carlisle and Lawrence, or to colleges in the east until they graduate.

Issue of fruit trees should be made to Indians. Let it be a requirement before issue that the Indian shall fence in and properly prepare the plot of ground where he intends to plant his orchard. Let it be the duty of the agent who issues the trees to inspect each plot, and if properly prepared then make the issue. This to apply to the Navajos as well as the Pueblos.